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ABSTRACT
NANOTEMPLATE CREATION AND SELF-ASSEMBLY ON THE (111)
SURFACE OF GOLD
by
Georgi Nenchev Nenchev
University of New Hampshire. May, 2008

Self-assembly on strained metallic interfaces is an attractive option for growing highly
ordered, multi-functional nanopatterns. I performed a series of studies in UHV to investigate
the processes of ordered growth and self-assembly on A u ( l l l ) . I did a combined A E S / S T M
study of the formation of ordered networks of Co islands on A u ( l l l ) and obtained the
conditions for growing uniform, bi-layer Co-terminated clusters. In another STM study I
obtained novel results which reveal the particular complexity of CH3SH self-assembly on
A u ( l l l ) . I observed dimerization of the molecules on the F C C areas of an unperturbed
A u ( l l l ) reconstruction network and the formation of two new continuous ordered phases
- an in-plane oriented stripe phase (/?-phase) and an out-of-plane pointing, close-packed
phase (</>-phase). These results complement recent theoretical investigations and contribute
to an ongoing D F T study of the energetics of the assembly. The cluster growth and the selfassembly processes are successfully combined in achieving selective adsorption of CH3SH on
C o / A u ( l l l ) network - a prototype nanotechnology for directed self-assembly of molecular
elements on large, multifunctional templates with a nm size unit cell. The thermal evolution
of C o / A u ( l l l ) system is established, and CH3SH is shown to exhibit a novel interaction
which leads to non-dissociative dimerization and to the formation of new ordered phases.

xiv

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Nanotechnology is one of the major scientific and technological pursuits of the new millennium [76]. After half a century of an undisputed triumph, planar semiconductor technology
is nearing its limits. The ever shrinking size of the basic elements is approaching a domain
where the laws of classical physics are no longer applicable. In the nanometer range the
basic elements are too small to be managed in the established top-down manner, where
very sophisticated (and expensive) tools like e-beam lithography and ion implantation are
applied with surgical precision to create the building blocks of the contemporary electronic
devices. Recently, an alternative bottom-up approach is emerging as promising opportunity
to propel the technology in the nanometer range. The guiding principle is to utilize the natural interaction between atoms and molecules as a driving force for directed formation and
manipulation of the nanoelements. The goal is to drive the nanostructure to create itself.
We will deal with two implementations of this paradigm - self-assembly and reconstruction
on strained metallic interfaces.
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are molecular surface structures in which the interplay between substrate-molecule and molecule-molecule forces leads to spontaneous formation of a robust, 2D layer of molecules, interconnected in an ordered manner [118]. SAMs
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are a major part of the nanotechnological research. In the Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology alkanethiol SAMs on gold surface are reviewed in Chapter 2, right after
carbon nanotubes, and more than 500 references are cited [38]. By choosing the appropriate
molecules and by tailoring the termination groups of the SAMs we can exert great control
over the structure and the properties of the layer. Such extraordinary degree of flexibility
is a promising opportunity for a wide spectrum of potential applications - from corrosion
inhibition [125] to biosensors [33], molecular electronics [50, 106] and surface customization
[128, 131].
In a similar way strained metallic interfaces tend to form diverse surface reconstruction
patterns with unit size in the nanometer range. The best known example is the surface
network of A u ( l l l ) , where the top layer shrinks, buckles and forms a fishbone-like pattern
of dislocations [14]. A variety of geometries and unit cell sizes are produced by deposition of
thin metallic films onto a substrate which is having a slightly different unit cell size from the
adsorbate [62], like Ag films on Ru [21]. As in the case of SAM, the ordering is determined
by the interplay between interatomic forces in the top layer and the period dictated by the
bulk or the substrate.
The exciting variety of surface structures was first revealed by the Scanning Tunneling
Microscope (STM). Binnig and Rohrer invented the STM in 1981 by implementing a basic
quantum mechanical principal into a remarkably simple but extraordinary precise instrument [8]. The great potential of their invention was immediately recognized and both were
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics 5 years later, in 1986. The incredible resolution of the
STM provided the ability for the first time to look at the building blocks of matter and to
directly visualize and manipulate atoms and molecules. The invention of the STM was a
major boost for the emerging field of surface science - for a couple of decades a vast amount
of knowledge was collected, and a family of new multifunctional scanning devices emerged.
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A home-built variable temperature STM (VT-STM) is the main scientific instrument used
for my studies.

1.2

Scientific goals

My research was a part of the NSF Center for High-Rate Nanomanifacturing (CHN) [78] - a
major collaborative effort to establish novel ways for design and assembly of nanoelements.
Our part of the project was to study the fundamental forces that lead to spontaneous formation and organization of ordered structures on strained metallic interfaces. The directed
cluster growth and self-assembly are both promising new directions for large-scale assembly
of molecular-sized elements. These processes have to be investigated in order to obtain
control and use them as a foundation for a novel bottom-up nanotechnologies.
The primary goal of my graduate research was to study and develop novel ways for
directed self-assembly of nanoelements on the reconstructed (111) surface of gold. This
formidable task included fundamental scientific studies and technological challenges, and
was separated into several steps:
1. To build a custom-made ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system with a variable temperature
STM (VT-STM), designed for surface studies of metals and organic molecular layers
in a wide temperature range.
2. To develop a way for fast and reliable preparation of atomically flat A u ( l l l ) thin films
on muscovite mica as a universal substrate for nanotemplate creation and activation.
3. To investigate the processes that lead to the formation of large, ordered Co cluster
arrays on A u ( l l l ) , and to use the results to produce Co/Au(lll) structures with
uniform size, shape and termination of the clusters.
4. To study the self-assembly of the simplest alkanethiol, methanethiol (CH3SH) on
3

A u ( l l l ) as a basic model for future applications that will utilize thiol termination group as an "anchor" for self-assembly of larger thiol-activated nanoelements
- fullerenes (Ceo), carbon nanotubes, proteins etc.
5. To achieve selective adsorption of CH3SH on Au areas of Co/Au(lll) network as a
prototype technology for directed self-assembly on a metallic superstructures.

1.3

The structure of this Dissertation

In Chapter 2 I will present the experimental setup that I used for my research, our custommade UHV system. I will introduce the concept of UHV for surface studies and will describe
our UHV system in detail. I will also describe the Au(lll) sample and its preparation
technique (Section 2.3).
Chapter 3 is devoted to the STM theory and operation. I will describe the physics
behind STM operation both on metals and on more complicated surfaces like molecular
layers. I will also cover some specific practical details of the STM operation.
In Chapter 4 I will investigate the experimental procedure for making Au/mica thin
films with large, atomically flat A u ( l l l ) terraces. I will also present the results of my
combined study of Co cluster growth on A u ( l l l ) .
Chapter 5 presents STM study of self-assembly of CH3SH on A u ( l l l ) at low temperature. I observed novel ordered phases and found the properties of CH3SH self-assembly on
A u ( l l l ) to be important for the understanding of the fundamental processes behind the
thiol adsorption on Au.
In Chapter 6 presents another low-temperature STM study in which I will combine the
results from Chapter 4 and 5 to create a customizable, multi-functional nanotemplate.
Chapter 7 summarizes my findings and outlines the prospects for future research and
implementation of the results.
4

CHAPTER 2

T H E EXPERIMENTAL S E T U P

2.1

Ultra High Vacuum (UHV)

Only a very limited set of surface studies can be performed in air. The reason is the
inevitable oxidation of the clean metallic surface, which at atmospheric pressure happens
almost instantly. This passivation process can not be prevented, but it can be slowed down
substantially so to create an opportunity to perform experimental studies as long as the
surface is still reasonably clean. In order to achieve that, the arrival rate of molecules on
the surface has to be drastically decreased. The arrival rate of molecules dN/dt is related
to the partial pressure by [46]

dN
-r =
dt

P
,
V2nMkT

(2- 1 )

When PTOTT is the partial pressure of the gas in Torr1, M is the molecular mass in
unified atomic mass units (u) and T is the temperature in Kelvin Equation 2.1 becomes

dN
3.51 x 1022PTorr
—- =
T =
dt
y/Mf

1

cm

_xL _x
s

(2.2)

The pressure unit used in the lab and in this Dissertation is Torr (mm Hg). 1 Torr = 133 Pa = 1.33
mbar
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From here we can see that at atmospheric pressure a clean surface, which is having about
1015 atoms per square centimeter, will be covered in less than a nanosecond. However, if
the partial pressure of CO2 for example is decreased to 1 x 10 - 6 Torr, the arrival rate will
be 2.3 x 10 - 1 4 cm~2s~1 so a monolayer will form in few seconds. If the pressure is further
decreased to 1 x 10~10 Torr, the surface will stay reasonably clean for a few hours - enough
time to preform experiments.
Below 1 x 10 _ 10 Torr is the pressure range of the Ultra High Vacuum (UHV). This is the
lowest pressure range technologically possible (and feasible) to obtain on Earth. A major
part of contemporary surface science studies have to be performed in UHV conditions. All
experiments described in my Dissertation were performed in UHV as well. Obtaining and
sustaining UHV conditions is a substantial technological challenge which is familiar to every
scientist working in the field of surface science. Several excellent books served me as a guide
for UHV theory and UHV system design and operation [80, 46, 132].
There are a couple of important remarks that have to be considered before we proceed.
When we calculated the passivation time based on Equation 2.1, we assumed that every
incoming molecule will stick to the surface, or otherwise the sticking coefficient (the ratio
between the number of incoming and the number of sticking molecules) is 1. Generally,
this is not the case. A chemically active molecule (like O2, H2O) has a sticking coefficient
close to 1, while a chemically inert could have a coefficient close to 0 for some particular
surface. For example, a clean metallic surface exposed to a noble gas might stay clean for a
long time, while even a tiny amount of water contamination in that noble gas can instantly
passivate the surface. This is the reason why the total pressure reading on an UHV system
is less important than the partial pressure of the particular residual gases. On the other
hand, as the surface gets gradually covered there are less and less open adsorption sites for
the incoming molecules and as the coverage approaches saturation, the relation between the

6

surface coverage and the incoming flux is not a linear function.
There is also the issue of the surface density and coverage. Surface density is defined
as number of atoms per centimeter square. When the substrate and the adsorbate have
different lattice constants, a full monolayer of each will have a different surface density but
identical coverage, 1 ML (monolayer). Usually when a fractional surface coverage is quoted
in the literature it is defined as the fraction of the surface area covered by the adsorbate,
and not as the ratio between the surface densities. The same convention is used in this
Dissertation.

2.2
2.2.1

The UHV system
Overview

All experiments described in this Dissertation were performed in our custom-built UHV
system (Fig. 2-1). The system was originally designed by Karsten Pohl and was built and
assembled by Bogdan Diaconescu, me and Joshua Jones in about 2 years.
The system is made entirely of non-magnetic stainless steel, and consist of a main
chamber and a prepchamber. The main chamber is a horizontal cylinder which connects
two 12" diameter hollow spheres. One of the spheres is devoted to our main research
instrument, the VT-STM - cooling mass assembly [22], while the other sphere contains
combined Auger Electron Spectroscopy/Low Energy Electron Diffractometer (AES/LEED)
instrument and a garage for easy manipulation and in-vacuum storage of the samples. The
handling of the samples in the main chamber is done through a manipulator with a clamp-in
sample holder (Fig. 2-2, Appendix C). That sample holder is a fully functional preparation
station - it is insulated, both thermally and electrically from the rest of the system, and
provides positioning, heating, cooling and temperature reading.
On the left of the main chamber, separated by a 4.5" gate valve, is the prepchamber
7

Figure 2-1: Our home-built UHV system. The main chamber is in the center, and the
prepchamber (wrapped in aluminum foil) is on the left. The STM is located in the right
sphere, and the gold grid of the AES/LEED is visible in the left sphere.

which I designed. The prepchamber is made of 6" diameter stainless steel sphere, and is
equipped with another sample holder, mounted on a transfer arm. That sample holder is also
thermally and electrically insulated, and is having 4 spring-loaded contacts for heating and
temperature control (Appendix D). The prepchamber serves as our A u ( l l l ) preparation
station, and is outfitted with an ion gun for surface sputtering. The methanethiol line
(Section 5.2) and the Co source (Section 4.3) are also mounted on the prepchamber.

2.2.2

Pumping

The pumping of the UHV system is arranged in 3 stages and is performed by 6 different
pumps. The first stage is a 1501/s rotary pump (Leybold), which can lower the pressure from
atmospheric pressure to about 1 x 10~3 Torr in less than half an hour. Once the pressure
goes below 3 x 10~3 Torr we turn our main turbomolecular pump (Leybold Turbovac©) on.
Over several hours, the turbopump will lower the pressure in the system to 5 x 10 - 8 Torr.
Without a bakeout, which will evaporate the water adsorbed on the walls of the chamber,
the pressure will not go below 1 x 1 0 - 9 Torr. For the bakeout the whole system is gradually
heated at 120 — 160°C for 24 - 48h. After the initial rise, the pressure goes down to
2 x 1 0 - 8 Torr. At that time the gate valve to the pumping line is closed and the system
is pumped with a 600 1/s ion pump (Physical Electronics 600), which is mounted directly
below the main chamber. When the system cools down the pressure eventually reaches UHV
range and stays around 1 x 1 0 - 1 0 Torr and below. During the experiments the gate valve
to the pumping line is usually kept close and the system is pumped only by the ion pump.
The ability to sustain UHV conditions with an ion p u m p only is crucial in order to avoid

the possibility vibrations from the mechanical pumps to reach the STM. A Ti sublimation
pump is mounted inside a cold trap in the ion pump, and through daily heating of its
filaments the partial pressure of H2 which penetrates through the wall of the chamber is
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kept low.
The prepchamber can be pumped in two different ways - through the main chamber or
with its dedicated 70 1/s (Varian) turbomolecular pump. I designed the prepchamber to be
a completely isolated (and interlocked) vacuum system - once the gate valve to the main
chamber is closed, the prepchamber can be vented, opened to the atmosphere, used as a
load-lock, pumped and baked back to 2 x 10~ 10 Torr - all without disturbing the vacuum
in the main chamber.
The main chamber manipulator is made of 2 vacuum stages, which are pumped separately - the first stage is pumped through the roughing line, while the second is having a
dedicated small (20 1/s) ion pump.
The main chamber and the prepchamber are both completely interlocked by pneumatically activated gate valves. In case of a power failure or malfunction the gate valves
instantly close and the turbopumps are turned off. The reliability of the safety system was
successfully tested many times.

2.2.3

Vacuum measurement

Pressure readings are taken at every stage of the vacuum system. The roughing line is
fitted with 2 resistive Pirani gauges, working in the range from atmospheric pressure down
to 1 x 10~5 Torr. The main chamber and the prepchamber both have nude Beinart-Alpert
ion gauges, which can be started at 1 x 10~5 Torr and operate all the way to the terminal
pressure of our system, which is at about 5 x 10 - 1 1 Torr. These hot filament gauges are our
main vacuum reading sources. They are operated by Granville-Phillips 401 controller, and
have to be regularly outgassed. The prepchamber is fitted with a dedicated cold-cathode
gauge (with its own controller) which operates in the range 1 x 1 0 - 4 - 1 x 10~ 10 Torr. The
obvious advantage of the cold-cathode gauge over the ion gauge is that it can work in the
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same range as the ion gauge but lacks the hot filament which could interfere and dissociate
the organic compounds that we deposit. A disadvantage of the cold-cathode gauge is the
strong permanent magnet affixed to it which could interfere with the operation of other
instruments.
The main UHV chamber is fitted with a Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA). RGA is essentially an in-vacuum mass spectrometer (with a range from 1 to 400 AMU) which allows us
to measure the partial pressure of each residual gas in the chamber. RGA is an indispensable tool for analyzing the vacuum state of the chamber. It can provide information for the
quality of the bakeout by showing the amount of residual water, it allows tracing actual
and virtual leaks2 and helps investigating the presence of unknown contaminants. RGA can
also be used to calculate deposition rates [22].

2.2.4

Sample housing and manipulation

The sample that I am using is a 1.4 mm thick disc with a diameter of 7.5 mm (Fig. 2-2,
Appendix E), cut out of a large Au monocrystal. The top is polished down to 0.1° along
(111) crystal plane. The disk is attached through a tantalum washer (Appendix E) to a
square copper housing. In a ceramic cage directly below the sample is located a tungsten
filament, which is electrically insulated from the rest of the housing. By running a current
through the filament and applying a high voltage between the filament and the sample
we can heat the sample all the way to the melting temperature (electron bombardment).
Alternatively, we can cool the sample down to 90 K by direct thermal contact between the
sample housing and copper disk of the cooling mass. A C-type thermocouple is pressed into
the sample. An uninterrupted C-type thermocouple line runs from the sample all the way
to the atmospheric side of the chamber. This allows us to have very precise information

2

Virtual leaks are due to an in-vacuum cavity which slowly discharges the air trapped within.
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Figure 2-2: The A u ( l l l ) sample in the sample holder. The gold disk is in the center (1)
of the sample housing (2), surrounded by the tantalum mounting washer. The four sample
holder plungers (3) are pressed from the sides, providing contacts for the filament and
the C-type thermocouple. Cooling is achieved by pressing the sample housing against the
thermal contacts (4) on both sides, which are connected through the copper braid (5) to a
liquid nitrogen reservoir (not shown).
and control of the temperature from 77 K all the way to the Au melting temperature of
1337 K.
The transfer of the samples in the UNH system is performed by two manipulators.
The main manipulator mounted on the main chamber is having 3 translational degrees of
freedom + rotational motion and is responsible for transferring the sample between the
cooling mass (STM station) and the AES/LEED, positioning the sample in respect to the
sources and manipulating the samples in an out of the garage. The prepchamber is fitted
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with its own transfer arm with longitudinal and rotational degrees of freedom. It does the
exchange of the samples between the prepchamber and the main chamber and positions the
sample inside the prepchamber.

2.3

In-vacuum A u ( l l l ) sample preparation

The in-vacuum preparation of the A u ( l l l ) sample follows a well established procedure [74].
The goal of the procedure is to eliminate the surface contaminants (mainly carbon and
oxygen) while keeping the sample smooth, i.e. keeping the average Au(lll) terrace size
as large as possible. A clean and smooth surface is essential to obtain a uniform surface
reconstruction network. Surface preparation is an elaborate daify routine which is patiently
performed at the start of each set of experiments. An average cleaning cycle takes about
15 min., so the whole procedure can take anywhere from 30 minutes to several hours - or
several weeks for a brand new sample.
The first step before putting the sample in the chamber is to spray it with acetone and
methanol and dry it in a stream of pure nitrogen. The procedure is aimed to eliminate organic depositions from the environment. Once introduced in vacuum, the sample is initially
outgassed at 600 K for 24h. The ion gun is started and its filament is also degassed.
We backfill the prepchamber with argon (Ar) to about 1 x 10~8 Torr. The Ar is delivered
from the sputtering gas line, which is connected to the ion gun through an adjustable rate
leak valve. The first thing to do is to check the purity of the sputtering gas with the
RGA, as contaminants in the sputtering gas (air leaks) could be a major source of surface
contamination. Once the purity of the sputtering gas is established, we increase the pressure
to 2 x 1 0 - 7 Torr and adjust the position of the sample with respect to the sputtering beam
visually (sputtering beam can be seen as a deep glow in a completely dark room). Now we
are ready to start with the actual cleaning procedure - repetitive cycles of Ar+ sputtering
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and annealing. Sputtering cleans the surface through ablation, "sandblasting" oxide layers,
contaminants and bulk material. Because of that, the sputtering process leaves clean but
rough surface behind. The purpose of annealing that follow is to foster the surface diffusion
and to recreate the smooth A u ( l l l ) surface. The sample is heated to 1000 K (roughly 70%
of the bulk melting temperature) for about 10 min.
The control over the initial stages of the surface preparation is made by our combined
AES/LEED instrument. The AES provides information about the chemical composition of
the first few layers. It emits 3 KeV electron beam to the sample and shows the spectra of the
backscattered electrons. The intensity of the characteristic Auger lines in the range 50 - 600
eV is relative to the concentration of the elements in the first few layers of the sample [83].
The LEED directly visualizes the reciprocal lattice unit cell of the surface. LEED works by
emitting a low energy electron beam (50 -150 eV) to the sample. The electrons reflected
from the surface form a diffraction pattern on its scintillating screen, which is visible in low
light. LEED spots get brighter and sharper as larger areas of the surface are oriented along
the (111) plane. In the first stages of Au cleaning the AES spectra is dominated by the big
carbon line at 272 eV and the oxygen line at 512 eV (Fig. 2-5), and the LEED image is
blurred, with poorly resolved spots. As the contaminants are depleted, carbon and oxygen
lines disappear, and the LEED spectra is a hexagon of bright and sharp spots, an image of
the A u ( l l l ) reciprocal lattice unit cell. A typical AES spectra of clean gold is presented
on Fig. 2-6. The final examination of the sample is performed by the STM, and a typical
panoramic image of A u ( l l l ) surface is shown on Fig. 2-3. The maximum average terrace
width I was able to achieve with this procedure is about 250 nm, and the largest individual
terrace was above 500 nm (Fig. 2-4).
The procedure outline above can vary depending on the initial state of the sample,
particular task in hand or (most often) time constrains. It is constantly adjusted to provide
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Figure 2-3: Panoramic STM image of A u ( l l l ) surface. Typical terrace width is about 100
nm, with some terraces up to 200 nm. The terraces are covered by the A u ( l l l ) dislocation
network (Section 4.1)
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Figure 2-4: Very large reconstructed A u ( l l l ) terrace. The terrace size exceeds 0.5 jim.
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Figure 2-5: AES spectra in the range 100 - 550 eV of the first stages of A u ( l l l ) cleaning.
The spectra is dominated by the big C272 line and the smaller O512 oxygen line. Gold lines
at 150 and 239 eV can not be resolved.
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Figure 2-6: AES spectra in the range 100 - 550 eV of clean A u ( l l l ) . The characteristic
gold lines are marked. Carbon 272 eV and oxygen 512 eV lines are much smaller than the
main gold lines.
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Figure 2-7: Orange peel of A u ( l l l ) . A view of the sample under an optical microscope
(80x) after about 200 cleaning cycles. Although the surface looks rough, average Au(lll)
terrace width is not affected
the best results in a fast and efficient way.
It should be noted that after many cleaning cycles the macroscopic structure of the
surface gradually transforms into what is known as "orange peel", shown in Fig. 2-7.
During the annealing cycles microscopic particles on the surface can become random centers
of crystal growth. For STM studies orange peel should not be a concern - besides the
apparent microscopic roughening of the surface, the average A u ( l l l ) terrace size is usually
not affected.
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CHAPTER 3

SCANNING TUNNELING M I C R O S C O P Y

3.1

Principle of operation

The Scanning Tunneling Microscope (Fig. 3-1) is a remarkably simple instrument, based
on a basic quantum mechanical principle. STM is essentially a very sharp needle kept very
close to a conductive surface. A small DC voltage is applied between the two and the
current is recorded. As the needle moves across (scans) the surface, the readings of the
current are converted into a false-color map which is called STM scan or image (Fig. 3-2).
The physical reason that makes the current possible is the quantum mechanical phenomenon of tunneling through a barrier. When the surface and the tip are very close,
electrons can tunnel in both directions through the vacuum. If no voltage is presented the
net current is zero. When a small bias voltage (less than the workfunction <f>) is applied
a finite current is measured. The magnitude of the tunneling current as a function of the
applied voltage and the tip position is all the data that the STM is collecting. A basic
quantum mechanics result states that, generally, the tunneling current is exponentially proportional to the width of the barrier, i.e. the separation between the tip and the sample.
This is the origin of the extraordinary spatial resolution of the STM. STM can distinguish
individual atoms and molecules and even show atomic orbitals. No other contemporary
technology is capable of providing better resolution. The topographic studies of the sur-
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Figure 3-1: AirSTM that I built. The needle is visible on the top of the scanning tube
(1), which is mounted inside the sapphire tube (2). The scanner tube provides the actual
positioning and scanning of the tip over the surface. The sapphire tube is supported and
transfered by 4 piezomotors which are visible on the sides (3). These motors provide the
coarse approach to the whole stack.
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Figure 3-2: Atomically resolved STM image of a Treading Dislocation on A u ( l l l ) surface.
Each spot corresponds to a gold atom. The row of bright spots in the center are the slightly
elevated atoms around the treading dislocation. The distance between Au atoms is 2.88 A,
so the horizontal size of the scan is about 4 nm.
faces at fixed voltages are academically referred as Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM),
while the relation between the applied voltage and the tunneling current is a subject of
Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS).

3.2
3.2.1

Theoretical models of the STM operation
I D rectangular barrier model

Even though the STM operation is based on a basic principle, the interpretation of the
STM images is far from being simple [45, 110]. In order to properly relate STM scans to
the actual microscopic structure of the surface we have to develop a realistic model for the
tunneling current which will take into account the spatial dimensions, the electronic states
of the surface and the tip, and the interaction between the two.
A good starting point is to consider a ID model of a free particle tunneling through a
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rectangular barrier. This a basic problem and its solution can be found in any quantum
mechanics textbook [57]. The wavefunction of a free electron with energy E is given by
ip(x) — Aelkx.

The probability T for such an electron to tunnel through a rectangular

barrier with height V and length L is given by

n2k2
-± = V-E

h

(3,)

If the wavelength of the electron is much smaller than the barrier width (which is usually
the case) the argument of sinh(fcL) is large and the sinh function can be approximated with
kL

e(

)/2.

From Equation 3.1 the tunneling probability is

T=UE(V-E)e.2kL

t=^El

(3.4)

In Equation 3.3 we immediately can notice that the width of the barrier L is in the
exponent.

Considering that V — E is the workfuction 4>, which for most metals is 4-5

eV, we can easily calculate from Equation 3.3 - 3.4 that an increase of L of just lA 1
will lead to a decrease of the tunneling current almost tenfold. Keeping in mind that the
interatomic distances in solids are usually few A, we can see why STM can easily achieve
atomic resolution.
:

lA (Angstrom) is 1 x l(T10m
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3.2.2

B a r d e e n H a m i l t o n i a n and Tersoff-Hamman m o d e l

The simple model of a rectangular barrier reveals an exponential dependence between the
current and space separation, but a more realistic model should take into consideration the
spatial dimensions, the distribution of electronic states both on the surface and on the tip,
and the coupling between the two.
For the case of a small bias voltage we can build a quantum mechanical model based
on the perturbation theory. When a small external disturbance is applied, the rate of
transmission from state ?/v to state ip^ is given by the Fermi Golden rule

V

where M^u is the transmission matrix element between the initial and the final state and
pv is the density of the final states. John Bardeen [3] calculated the transmission matrix
elements for the case of weakly coupled many-electron systems. Considering Fermi-Dirac
distribution, from Equation 3.5 we get

7

= ^

E / ( E M ) [ 1 - f(Ev + eV)]\M,v\28{E,

- Eu)

(3.6)

where f(E) is Fermi-Dirac distribution and V is the applied voltage. For low temperatures the Fermi-Dirac distribution can be approximated by a step function, so Equation
3.6 becomes a product of two (5-functions, which simplifies the calculation of the sum:

1

= T6^

E

l M / - | 2 < ^ - EF)6{EH

- EF)

(3.7)

where the transmission matrix MM„ is the current density operator, integrated over a
plane that separates the two systems, and is given by
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M^ = ^JdS-

(?/;* V?/v - Tl>y%)

(3.8)

In order to calculate the values of the matrix elements we have to know the wavefunctions
of the tip and the substrate that contribute to the tunneling current. Tersoff and Hamman
[113] developed a realistic model where the wavefunctions of the substrate are taken as a
set of surface states with energy Ep. The tip is approximated with a spherical cavity with
a radius R positioned at a distance TQ above the surface, and only the s-states of the cavity
are considered to contribute to the tunneling current:

^

=

~W J2 aGe^^^z^G^

(3.9)

G

^ = * -!^fL e -«lr-n>l

(3 . 10 )

y/vLt n\r — ro\
Here Q is the sample volume, K = \/2md)/h where cf> is the workfunction, and the
Bloch function expansion for the surface states is taken over reciprocal lattice vectors G so
'KG = ~«|| + G

When these wavefunctions are substituted in Equation 3.8 the transmission matrix elements become

M^TH

= ^^-KRe*RMro)

(3.11)

and the tunneling current from Equation 3.7 is

327T3
TH

I

= -—-e2Vd>2Dt(EF)R2-T-

P2KR

•£

|^(r 0 )|<J(£„ - EF)

(3.12)

where Dt{Ep) is the local density of states (LDOS) of the tip at Ep. The main result of
the Tersoff-Hamman model is contained under the summation term in Equation 3.12 - the
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tunneling current is proportional to the LDOS of the surface at Fermi energy, calculated
in the center of curvature of the tip. In other words, for low bias voltage and a metallic
surface the tunneling current reflects the spatial distribution of the surface electron density
at Fermi energy. Because of the correspondence between the charge distribution and the
underlying lattice positions it is often assumed that STM images shows the atomic positions
of the lattice atoms. As we can see, it is true for the tunneling current between two metals
when low bias voltage is applied.

3.2.3

H i g h bias voltage - W K B approach and Fowler-Nordheim m o d e

The Tersoff-Hamman model described in the previous section gives very good results for low
bias voltages (below 10 mV), which are typical for tunneling on metals surfaces. Because
of their resistivity, for molecular films and semiconductor surfaces a higher bias voltages
(up to several volts) is used. As the bias voltage and the workfuction are in the same
range a first order perturbation (Fermi Golden Rule) can no longer be used. In the case
of higher voltages the tunneling current can be calculated using the quasi-classical WKB
approximation:

reV

1= /
Jo
where pa(r,E)

and pt(r,E)

ps(r,E)pt(r,E

- eV)T(E7eV,r)dE

(3.13)

are the LDOS of the sample and the tip at energy E and

position r. The transmission probability T is given by:

-WKBt-n

T? T^

I -2LV2m

/0S + (j>t + eV

Tw^(E,eV,L) = eXp\-^^yJ^

' ^ '

-E

(3.14)

As in the case of rectangular barrier (Section 3.2.1) we see exponential dependence
between the separation and the tunneling current, but this time the tunneling current flows
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between occupied states from Ep — eV to Ep on the tip and the empty states above Fermi
energy of the surface. Even though the WKB approximation is a rather simplistic model,
it renders good practical results.
If the bias voltage is further increased the electronic states of the surface are substantially
modified. They start to form standing waves and polarization is induced in the bulk. The
tunneling is dominated by barrier resonances, and the current is very sensitive to the bias
voltage. When the applied voltage exceeds the workfuction, the current between the tip and
the surface is not a tunneling current anymore but is due to a field emission, the so-called
Fowler-Nordheim mode [34]. The current density J is proportional to

where F is the field applied and cf> is the workfunction. As we can see the current does
not depend on the separation but only on the workfunction and the applied voltage, so the
exponential spatial sensitivity is lost. Still, the field emission current forms the basis of field
emission microscopy [37].

3.3

STM on molecules

3.3.1

Molecules on surfaces - weak and strong coupling

The scenarios of bonding between surfaces and incoming molecules fall into two large groups
- physisorption and chemisorption [68]. The physisorption is a weak coupling between the
substrate and the molecules caused by the short-acting van der Waals forces. When a
molecule is physisorbed on a surface no charge is transfered between the two. On the other
hand, when the incoming molecule forms a chemical bond with the surface, the electronic
states of the molecule are substantially modified and a charge is redistributed between the
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molecule and the surface. This process is called chemisorption. Because of the different
charge distribution these two adsorption modes behave in a different way when they are
imaged with an STM.

3.3.2

S T M on molecules

The inclusion of adsorbates between the tip and the surface makes the problem of relating
the tunneling current to the surface geometry even more complicated. In vacuum, the
electronic properties of any molecule are characterized by its ionization potential (IP) and
the electronic affinity (EA). IP of a molecule is analogous to the workfunction of metals, i.e.
this is the minimum energy it takes to free an electron from the molecule and create a cation.
Correspondingly, the EA is the energy released by a free electron when it is attached to a
molecule and an anion is created. When a molecule is adsorbed on a surface its electronic
structure is modified. Besides, when even a small bias voltage is applied by the STM tip
the localized electric field is strong enough to polarize the adsorbed molecule. Knowing
the exact electronic states of an adsorbed molecule below the STM tip is not possible and
there is no comprehensive model for the tunneling current through a molecular film (Fig.
3-3). While it is hard to account for the polarization of the molecule, there are models to
describe the contribution of the bonding to the electronic properties of the molecular film
and the tunneling. We we will consider both kinds of bonding, weak and strong.

3.3.3

Weak coupling - Coulomb Blockade

For the case of weak bonding, when a molecule is physisorbed on a surface the electronic
states are not substantially modified (Fig. 3-4). Only an integer charge transfer between
the molecule and the surface is possible and the probability will depend exponentially on
(EA — (f>) and (</> — IP). At room temperature these exponents are small, so the probability
of the molecule to get ionized is very low. The electronic junction between the molecule
28
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Figure 3-3: ID model of the tunneling junction with a molecular layer within. The double
barrier consist of two parts - the vacuum part with its height V and length Ly, and the
molecule with length LM and height VM- Neither the height nor the shape on the molecule
side of the barrier are known. Being a double barrier, this geometry can also produce
tunneling resonances [61].
and the metal is in so-called "Coulomb Blockade" mode [84]. This blockade is manifested
through the presence of steps on the I-V curves of the STS spectra. As one can conclude
from here, an STM imaging of a physisorbed molecular layer depends on the tunneling
conditions and is generally quite difficult.

3.3.4

Strong coupling - L U M O - H O M O gap

For a chemisorbed molecular layer the chemical bonding between the molecule and the
surface leads to a partial charge transfer and broadening of the IP and EA levels (Fig. 3-5).
The EA and IP levels change and transform into Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital
(LUMO) and Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) correspondingly. Because of
the charge transfer the LUMO-HOMO gap is usually smaller than the IP-EA gap, but the
LDOS in the gap is still very low. Thus, when the applied bias voltage drives the Fermi level
of the tip into the range of LUMO or HOMO the tunneling current can flow through these
bands. Depending on the energy levels of the system, different scenarios can arise which
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Figure 3-4: Energy diagram of a physisorbed molecule. (f>s and 4>T are the workfunctions of
the sample and the tip (chosen to be equal), the IP level is below Fermi energy and the EA
level is above. Depending on the bias voltage, an integer charge tunneling can go through
one of these two levels.
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Figure 3-5: Energy diagram of a chemisorbed molecule. Broadening of IP and EA energy
levels into HOMO and LUMO bands.
will result in different STM and STS appearances. The complicated band structure in the
barrier and the presence of these tunneling channels can lead for example to the "reverse
contrast" phenomenon where molecules on the surface look darker (more distant) than the
substrate on which they are adsorbed.
The models described here are still too simplified to properly estimate the STM current.
For the systems that I study (Chapters 4 and 5) it is appropriate to think about the
tunneling current as flowing between the tip and the substrate, so the tunneling junction is
only modified by the molecular layer in-between [121, 137].

A more realistic approach will consider not only the tunneling between the tip and the
surface but also between the tip and the molecule itself. The bonding geometry of the
molecule [112] and the lateral conduction in the film [124] are other factors to consider.
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On the other hand, the double barrier tunneling junction can produce resonant tunneling
states which can dominate the STM current [61]. Because of the complexity of the subject,
we always have to keep in mind that the tunneling current is influenced by the electronic
properties of the molecular layer in a complicated way and careful consideration is necessary
when relating the STM image to the actual geometry of the molecular layer [137].

3.4
3.4.1

Applied STM microscopy
Basics of the STM operation

The operation of our VT-STM is described in detail by Bogdan Diaconescu in Chapter 2
of his PhD Dissertation [22]. I will provide a brief overview of the basics of practical STM
microscopy, which is necessary for the proper interpretation of my STM data.
All experiments described in this Dissertation were performed when the STM was operated in a "constant current mode". Constant current mode is an alternative way to image
the surface which produces results identical to "constant height mode" considered in theoretical models, but has numerous practical benefits. In constant current mode instead of
presetting the separation between the tip and the sample and record the current as we scan,
we preset the current instead and record the spacing needed to keep the current constant.
Both the lateral (scanning) and the axial (height) control over the tunneling tip is done by
applying different voltages to the different segments of the piezotube on which the needle
is mounted. The obvious advantage of the constant current method is the active feedback.
When the current suddenly increases, the electronics reacts and retracts the tip to keep the
current steady. By doing so it protects the tip from a possible crash of the tip into the
surface, which could lead to a damage .
The control over the STM operation is done in real time through a PC interface in a way
somehow similar to driving a luxury car over a bumpy dirt-road - one tries not to damage
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the car (crash the tip) by avoiding the obstacles while still keeping a good contact with
the surface for the best possible traction (resolution). As the scan unfolds on the screen,
I monitor the tunneling current on an external oscilloscope and I use 4 sliders to keep the
imaging stable and steady:
1. Bias voltage (Vfcop) - by changing the voltage in the range from -10 to -MOV DC
we can probe different energy levels on the surface and look for a combination which
provides the best possible resolution. For clean A u ( l l l ) a good value for Voap can be
as low as 5 mV, while for the molecular films I study in Chapter 5 2-3 V could work
best.
2. Tunneling current - Voap and the tunneling current together determine the resistance
of the tunneling junction, which (as we saw) depends exponentially on the tip-surface
spacing. The closer we are to the surface the better the lateral resolution is, but getting
too close might crash and damage the tip. Atomic resolution on smooth surfaces is
obtained at very low bias voltages and high tunneling current (50 - 100 nA), while for
scanning over clusters a larger separation, i.e. lower tunneling current (0.3 - 1 nA) is
usual.
3. Scanning speed - higher scanning speed is necessary to follow dynamic processes on
the surface and will increase productivity, but the speed is generally limited by the
construction of the scanner, the feedback loop and the capabilities of the electronics.
Besides, a high-speed tip crash is far more damaging to the tip than a mild, slow
bump.
4. Feedback - determines how fast and by how much the tip positioning will react to
a change in the tunneling current. Feedback value is closely related to the scanning
speed. If the feedback is set too high the tip will start to oscillate, while if it is too low
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the tip will be slow to react, which could lead to a tip crash. A constant current mode
with feedback set to 0 is nothing else but a constant height mode. The scanning speed
and the feedback are adjusted accordingly to provide a smooth yet detailed image of
the surface.

3.4.2

STM tip conditioning

An atomically sharp tip is essential for STM imaging. Having a sharp, stable tip and
preserving the tip in good condition often decides the outcome of a whole set of experiments.
For our VT-STM we use polycrystalline W tips prepared on-site by an etching procedure
described in [51]. A fresh new tip is usually sharp, but over time its condition deteriorates
due to numerous reasons - gradual oxidation, accumulation of contaminants that are picked
up from the surface, minor tip crashes and alike. Depending on the substrate, there are
several procedures that are usually tried in order to re-sharpen the tip. Tip conditioning is
a substantial and sometimes the most time-consuming part of every STM experiment.
If the tip is dull or unresponsive (could not be driven into oscillation by increasing the
feedback) the first thing to try is to apply a rectangular DC signal of several volts as a bias
voltage. This might "shake off" the contaminants from the tip. The procedure should be
repeated several times at different positions on the substrate. If that doesn't work one can
try to "poke" the Au surface by slowly driving the tip into it. This can be done by switching
the feedback and the bias voltage off and increasing the tunneling current. That usually
works for some time but as the tunneling often goes through gold atoms picked up from
the surface such tips are seldom stable for a long time. For a clean but dull tip scanning in

field-emission mode (bias voltage above 5 - 10 V) over a clean area of the substrate usually
helps. The appled voltage should polarize the W atoms which follow the field gradient and
will migrate to the apex of the tip.
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A more systematic but laborious approach for reconditioning is sputtering and annealing
of the tip [75]. The implementation of that method for our system is described in detail in
[22], Section 2.2.3. While sputtering removes the oxide layers from the tip, field emission
that follows again polarizes the W atoms. The diffusion of the polarized atoms to the
tip apex is fostered by the local heating caused by the electronic bombardment. When
successfully implemented this method provides the most consistent results.
However, it should be noted that all these methods are more of a practical tricks than
a systematic scientific procedure. Oftentimes just leaving the scanner running can improve
the tip condition remarkably. What will (or will not) work is often a question of chance,
but patience and persistence are usually rewarded. Still one have to keep in mind that the
tip eventually has to replaced.

3.4.3

Interpretation of the actual STM data

The extensive theoretical models outlined in Section 3.1 are seldom sufficient to explain all
the details of the actual STM data. By far the largest external contributor to the STM
image is the actual tip condition. However, for each scan there are also contributions from
the particular hardware that can make the interpretation complicated. Most of these details
are considered marginal and they are seldom even mentioned in the vast literature devoted
to STM microscopy [1]. The experimentalist have to look for these details and routinely
factor them out of his data. Here I will mention some of the common practical issues that
I encountered.
• Periodic noises. Perfect isolation of the STM system from external acoustic and
electrical noises is paramount for the STM operation. However, from time to time a
noise can find its way to the STM. While an acoustic noise is not too hard to detect
(thanks, to our ears), electrical noises are a common issue. Fortunately they appear
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at certain frequencies only - usually as 60 Hz (and its harmonics) pick-up noise, or
as high frequency 10 - 22 KHz noise originating from the switching power supplies
or even the luminescent lights in the lab. The easiest way to exclude a 60 Hz noise
on the STM is by changing the scanning speed - if the size of the visible "features"
on the scan changes accordingly, one is tunneling on noise. The high-frequency noise
is usually seen as a "snow" over the scan - an appearance similar to a dirty tip. So
if the tip is known to be clean an electrical noise should be suspected. One can try
to turn off the lights, shut down a computer or rearrange the wires before opting for
a full-scale offense with a spectrum analyzer. Generally it is a good idea to keep all
the wires short and ordered, and to disconnect any non-essential equipment during
an STM experiment.
• Thermal drift. If the temperature of the sample is not constant (which is usually the
case) the scanning area under the STM tip will drift due to the volume expansion
("thermal drift"). Even though the hardware is designed to eliminate the drift and
the software can compensate for it, the software routine does not work well for a
relatively small drifts. Thermal drift could be a major issue when one is looking
for the orientation geometry between features on the surface because it leads to a
distortion of the image. The best thing to do is to increase the speed and decrease the
scanning area, thus minimizing the time it takes for one complete scan. An alternative
way is to tilt the scanner 180° and average between the two images, or try a different
area with a different orientation between the scanning direction and the surface.
• Piezo creep. There is a residual nonlinear stress left in the scanning piezotube when it
is a subject of substantial displacement, for example when changing the scanning area
or restarting a large scan. This stress slowly relaxes and leads to a typical distortion
of the STM image ("piezo creep"). For a large scan, one often have to exclude the
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first few lines of each scan. When changing the scanning area, first few scans might
be severely distorted.
• Double tip. Even though the tunneling goes through a single atom on the tip apex,
the actual physical size of a real tip is about 100 A. Because of the finite size, a
simultaneous tunneling through more than one atom on the tip can occur ("double
tip"). The double tip can be detected by looking for features with suspiciously similar
size and shape next to each other, like the ones on Fig. 3-6. Because of that, STM
images have to be carefully investigated for double tip artifacts.
• Inverse contrast. A true inverse contrast (when features closer to the tip look darker)
is an essential part of the STM image, but a false inverse contrast could appear on low
resolution images due to an adsorbate on the tip. True inverse contrast is usually not
sensitive to a slight change in the bias voltage (carbon on gold is a good example, Fig.
4-4), while a false one could switch or the resolution could be lost entirely. Another
way to tell between the true and false reverse contrast is to move the tip closer - a
false inverse contrast will usually go away.
• Tip-induced polarization, diffusion, dissociation. The impact of the tip and the bias
voltage on the surface are major factors to be considered in STM theory and operation.
Generally speaking, for the purpose of STM imaging it is desirable to minimize the
impact from the tip on the system that we study. Minimizing the impact is sometimes
a complicated task. One can design the experiment in such a way so the interaction
induced artifacts can be excluded.

For example, in order to exclude tip-induced

polarization by the bias voltage I can do the following: after molecular resolution is
established and an image is taken, I will move and scan a different area at low bias
voltage. If no tip-induced polarization is involved both scans should produce identical
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Figure 3-6: STM image of a Au film on mica produced by a double tip. One can notice
that the terrace in the center and the one on the top look suspiciously similar. This is the
same feature imaged twice by the two different parts of the STM tip.
results.
These are only few of the common interpretation details that have to be considered. Any
comprehensive analysis of STM data is a complicated process based on the understanding
of the physical process that are involved, the tip condition and all the previous experience
with that particular STM system.
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CHAPTER 4

Au(lll)

FILM AND C O / A U ( 1 1 1 )

NANOTEMPLATE PREPARATION

4.1 A u ( l l l ) reconstruction network
Gold (Au) is one of the most popular substrates for surface studies. There are several reasons
that make Au suitable for a variety of different systems, environments and experimental
techniques. Au is a chemically inert, soft, extremely malleable noble metal with excellent
electrical and thermal conductivity. Stable, clean and smooth Au samples can be easily
obtained and prepared even on a bench-top in air [24]. Au is a well suited material for STM
imaging - its excellent conductance easily provides atomic resolution, while the softness of
the surface helps to minimize the damage on the W tip at eventual tip crashes, thus making
the system fault-tolerant.
The crystal structure of Au is Face Centered Cubic (FCC), with a lattice constant 4.08
A. The close-packed (111) surface of Au has a hexagonal surface unit cell, the nearest
neighbor (NN) distance is 2.885 A and the step height is 2.36 A (Fig.

4-1).

Au(lll)

terraces are stable against roughening transition and their growth is fostered by the surface
diffusion.
The most remarkable property of the A u ( l l l ) surface is the reconstruction network that
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Figure 4-1: A model of the unreconstructed A u ( l l l ) . The top layer is show in gold, the
second layer in red and the third in cyan. The unit cell size is 4.08 A, and nearest neighbor
distance (NN) distance in the bulk is 2.885 A. The actual NN distance of the reconstructed
top layer is 2.76 A.
forms on the top layer. The unsaturated bonds of the atoms in that layer rearrange in such
a way that the whole first layer undergoes a 4.2% lateral contraction. On a microscopic
level, the elastic stress of contraction is accommodated by squeezing each 23 atoms of the
top layer into 22 atomic positions of the second layer. The contraction leads to formation
along [110] direction of arrays of unfaulted (FCC) and faulted (HCP) stacking between the
first and the second layer, separated by ridges of staggered atoms elevated at about 0.2 A
above the surface (Fig. 4-2). The situation can be imagined as trying to fit a carpet in
a room which is slightly smaller than the carpet size - the carpet will buckle, and in the
particular case of A u ( l l l ) it buckles in an ordered way. The emerging surface arrangement
is called Shockley Partial Dislocation (SPD) 1 . The unit cell of the superstructure that forms
on the top layer is (22 x A/3) 2 -

1

"Partial" denotes the fact that SPD is not a true dislocation - a loop drawn around the dislocation will
enclose the same number of surface unit cell as an identical loop drawn on non-reconstructed surface.
2

As with any superstructure, the size of the unit cell containing the SPD is defined in multiples of the
underlying A u ( l l l ) unit cell vectors.
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Figure 4-2: Shockley Partial Dislocation (SPD) on Au (111) surface. The top layer is shown
as circles and the second as crosses. A denotes the area of faulted (HCP) stacking and C
of unfaulted (FCC) stacking. The image is taken from [127].
The lateral contraction by formation of SPDs on A u ( l l l ) was predicted by diffraction
experiments as early as 1978 [71, 43], and the domain structure of the SPDs was proposed by
Sandy et al. in 1990 [103]. The characteristic double ridges were first seen by STM in 1989
[127], showing that the HCP areas of the SPD are smaller than the FCC areas. A later STM
study proved that, in order to preserve the isotropy of the contraction, the SPD domains
switch directions 120° every 190 A [6] by forming characteristic "elbows". While one of
the SPD ridges is changing directions without forming a dislocation, the other does form
a kink, or Threading Dislocation Point Defect (TDPD or TDs). The resulting pattern is a
complicated, highly ordered surface network formed by the "elbows" of TDPDs connected
by the ridges of the SPDs (Fig. 4-3). The shape of the network as seen on an STM scan
resembles a herringbone pattern 3 . The TDPDs form a 2D rectangular superlattice with
a unit cell size of 160x73 A with the corresponding lattice vectors along [110] and [112]

There is an ambiguity about the origin of the term. Some relate it to the shape of Atlantic Herring
(Clupea harengus) bones, while others to Conyers Herring, one of the founding fathers of surface science [44].
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SPD
FCC
HGP

lQnm

Figure 4-3: Surface reconstruction network of A u ( l l l ) - The Herringbone. The arrows point
at the Shockley Partial Dislocation double ridges (SPD), FCC and HCP stacking areas and
Threading Dislocation Point Defects (TD).
directions [103].
The most important consequence of the surface reconstruction is the 2D periodic variation of the bonding energy. The TDPDs have higher bonding energy than the SPD ridges,
and much higher than the rest of the surface. When deposited on A u ( l l l ) , weakly bound
adsorbates (or contaminants) tend to diffuse across the Au(lll) terrace and chemically
bond at the TDPD (Fig. 4-4). The long range order and the increased adsorption energy
of the kink sites make the TDPD lattice the foundation of our nanopattern (Section 4.3).
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Figure 4-4: Carbon clusters on TDPD on Au(lll). The contaminants diffuse and bond
to the TDPD where the bonding energy is highest. One can notice the inverse contrast
(the clusters look darker although they are closer to the tip) which is revealing for carbon
inclusions on Au.
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Figure 4-5: Network reconstruction close to a terrace edge. On top of the the scan the
SPDs turn perpendicular to the terrace edge.
The herringbone is quite unique. Au is the only FCC metal that spontaneously reconstructs its (111) surface at room temperature - P t ( l l l ) also reconstructs but only at high
temperature [104]. The herringbone network is temperature stable (up to 600°C) and is not
modified even after the sample was exposed to the air for hours. There are two major issues
that are detrimental for the uniformity of the reconstruction network. The first one is the
proximity of terrace edges, or otherwise the terrace size, as close to a terrace edge SPDs
always turn and align perpendicular to those. Terrace edges could disturb the large-scale
uniformity of the network even far away (30 - 50 nm) from the edge (Fig. 4-5). The second
issue is the presence of even a tiny amount of contaminants on the surface. Adsorbed clusters bond and become pinning points for the dislocation domains and their boundaries, as
can be seen in Fig. 4-6. On a large, clean terrace the herringbone network can run uniform
and defect-free for hundreds of unit cells (Fig. 2-4).
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Figure 4-6: Network deformation due to cluster inclusions. The uniform herringbone network is deformed in the upper part of the scan due to the inclusion of several clusters. The
symmetry is lost even faraway from the clusters.

4.2
4.2.1

Fabrication of epitaxial A u ( l l l ) thin films on mica
Au films on mica in U H V

My initial experimental task was to establish a reliable procedure for in-situ preparation
of Au thin films on muscovite mica in UHV. The goal is to obtain films terminated by
large atomically flat A u ( l l l ) terraces exposing a uniform herringbone network. While the
subject of preparation and conditioning of epitaxial A u ( l l l ) films on mica is well studied
[97, 19, 77, 24], there is no STM data about the uniformity of the reconstruction network,
which is my main goal [94]. Even though the experiments described in this Dissertation
were performed on a bulk A u ( l l l ) crystal, establishing a procedure for high-rate substrate
preparation is important for the future commercial applications.
Thin Au films on mica are prepared by physical vapor deposition (PVD) of Au on freshly
cleaved muscovite mica in UHV. Muscovite mica is a highly anisotropic, chemically inert
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layered silicate, which is cheap and easy to obtain. Mica cleaves along planes comprised of
potassium ions and exposes (111) oriented Si surface (Fig. 4-7). This surface has graphenelike hexagonal unit cell with lattice constant of 5.2 A. Typically, mica is cleaved, introduced
in vacuum and annealed for 3 - 1 2 hours at 250—450°C in order to outgass the contaminants
that stick to the residual potassium ions [19]. Gold is than deposited from a PVD source
and forms a (111) terminated epitaxial4 film layer by layer (Fig. 4-8). The thickness of the
films that I make is estimated between 400 and 1200 nm. While the upper limit is set to
avoid bulk elastic stress, the lower limit is mandated by the percolation properties of the film
[136], as for STM study the film should be conductive. The estimation of the thickness is
based on the reflectivity of the film, as it is known that Au film is completely reflective above
«250 nm [114]. Once the film is made, it is examined first by the AES/LEED and then
by the STM. More than 25 films were prepared and examined at different conditions. The
factors that are found to determine the terrace width and uniformity of the reconstruction
network are outlined below.

4.2.2

Conditions for preparing of large atomically flat terraces of A u ( l l l )
on mica

Mica preheating and outgassing.
The proper preheat and outgassing provides clean, electrically neutral surface and low partial pressure of the contaminants during the deposition. Films grown on non-outgassed substrates exhibit no ordered LEED pattern, substantial carbon buildup, and are not atomically
flat to be examined by the STM. Short outgassing periods ( 1 - 2 hours) at high temperatures of 300 — 320°C will gradually increase the pressure in the chamber to 5 x 10 - 8 Torr
and it will take a long time before the pressure is recovered and the deposition could start.

4

The growth is epitaxial when the lattice of the film is commensurate with the lattice of the substrate.
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Figure 4-7: Crystal structure of muscovite mica. Layers of SiO are separated by the weakly
bound potassium ion planes, which are the reason for the large anisotropy. The top layer
is shown on Fig. 4-8
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Figure 4-8: Epitaxial fit between mica and gold thin film. The Si atoms are in black and
the gold atoms are in orange.
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I found an overnight anneal (6 - 12 hours) at 220 — 250°C to work best . Longer outgassing
is not practical as it does not have an impact on the quality of the film.

Sample temperature during the deposition.
The sample temperature during the deposition has a major impact on the quality of the
film. At deposition temperature below 200°C no ordered films were made, as seen by the
LEED and STM. At higher temperatures (250 — 350°C) the film is composed of layered
"hills" covered with small A u ( l l l ) terraces (50-150 nm), separated by domain boundaries
shaped like deep valleys and canyons (40 - 100 A deep). Most of the atomically flat films
were made in 350 — 420°C range - the average terrace size before post-annealing is 150200 nm, and even though the domain boundaries are still deep, they are less frequent. A
panoramic STM image of a typical film is shown in Fig. 4-9 and Fig. 4-10. The herringbone
reconstruction is uniform with few defects on large top terraces (Fig. 4-11), while the smaller
terraces are covered with randomly oriented SPD domains. Deposition temperatures in the
range 420 — 480°C lead to a further increase of the terrace size, decrease of the domain
boundaries and leads to symmetric orientation of the domains (Fig. 4-12). The largest
terraces were produced at 485°C (Fig. 2-4). However, at about 500°C mica starts to melt
and disintegrate, creating bubbles in the Au film. The usual signs of local melting are the
opaque, milk-colored spots on the bottom of the substrate. Because of this no deposition
above 500° C can be performed.

Deposition rate
Surprisingly, I found the deposition rate to be of crucial importance for the quality of the
film. The higher the deposition rate the smoother the film, with large symmetric crystalline
domains and wide terraces. As I have no microscale balance, I estimate the deposition rate
based on the reflectivity and deposition time. At deposition rates below lML/s the LEED
48

Figure 4-9: Panoramic view of A u ( l l l ) on mica film deposited at moderate temperatures
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Figure 4-10: Line profile along the blue line in Fig. 4-9. The depth of the canyons that
separate the ordered regions is 60 - 100 A

Figure 4-11: Herringbone network on A u ( l l l ) on mica terrace. The network is generally
uniform, with few defects. The arrow in the lower left corner points at a defect in the TDs
lattice.
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Figure 4-12: Domain symmetry of A u ( l l l ) on mica film. Three-fold symmetry of the
domain boundaries of A u ( l l l ) is developed at high deposition temperatures.
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shows crystalline order but the terraces are usually small and the domain boundaries are
wide and deep regardless of the deposition temperature. Apparently, at low deposition rates
the film does not grow in a layered mode anymore. Most of my films were prepared at about
2 ML/s deposition rates, which is a good compromise between high deposition rate and the
outgassing from the source. The best films were made at about 2.5 ML/s, the maximum
deposition rate of our source. The average deposition time was about 10-12 min.

Film thickness
During my experiments, I was not able to find a clear dependence between the quality of the
film and the thickness of the film. While a minimum thickness of about 600 A is necessary
to provide unhindered conductance, thicker films were not necessary smoother. Most of my
films were about 800 - 1000 nm thick. A practical upper limit is at about 1200 nm, as
additional deposition could be detrimental for the electrical insulation of the sample holder,
and even a minor mechanical strain in the substrate could lead to the peeling of the film.

Post-annealing
Post-deposition annealing is beneficial for the terrace size and uniformity of the reconstruction network. It is accomplished by heating the film at about 450° C for 1 hour immediately
after the deposition. Shorter annealing might not be sufficient, while the benefit of a longer
annealing is diminished as it will increase the background pressure and the accumulation of
contaminants on the surface. While the post-anneal has no impact on the crystal domain
boundaries, it increases the terrace size and most of all decreases the number of defects in
the dislocation network. One disadvantage of my sample design was that the heating was
done through the substrate, and so the annealing is limited to the melting temperature of
mica. High temperature flash-annealing of A u ( l l l ) on mica with hydrogen flame in air is
shown to substantially increase the terrace size [77, 24]. However, due to the large tempera-
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ture gradients associated with the flash-annealing I expect a substantial residual mechanical
stress in the film, which is detrimental for the herringbone uniformity.

Sample orientation.
Most of the films were prepared in a normal geometry, i.e. the substrate was perpendicular
to the incoming beam of gold atoms. Off-normal deposition at angles 30 — 45° shows no
impact on the quality of the film, while at higher deposition angles the film is usually not
atomically fiat.

Sputtering
Mild sputtering (Ar+ at 200 - 300 eV) of a good, relatively smooth film followed by postannealing usually improves the LEED picture, but the improvement of the terrace size
is only marginal. Sputtering is a good idea for thick films with abundance of domain
boundaries, as their concentration after the sputtering is usually decreased. One important
consideration is to keep the sputtering damage minimal as the annealing temperature is
limited to 500° C.

Repetitive deposition
Repetitive deposition of gold on top of an already prepared film was not successful. None
of the atomically flat films that went through additional deposition was atomically fiat
afterwards, regardless of the deposition conditions. I can assume that the lack of epitaxial
growth and the substantial mechanical stress between the old surface and new layers is
detrimental for oriented layered growth.
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4.2.3

Recommended procedure for preparation of A u ( l l l ) films on
mica, terminated by large, atomically fiat, uniformly
reconstructed A u ( l l l ) terraces.

Based on the results in the previous Section 4.2.2, the following procedure is established

1. Freshly cleaved mica is introduced in UHV through the prepchamber
2. The substrate is outgassed in the prepchamber for 6 - 12 hours at 250° C at pressure
below 2 x 10" 9 Ton
3. The substrate in heated to 450° C
4. 600 - 800 nm thick Au film is deposited in normal geometry from a well outgassed PVD
Au source. The deposition rate should be 2.5 ML/s or more, so the total deposition
time is 12 - 15 min. The background pressure should not exceed 5 x 10 - 9 Torr
5. Post-anneal of the film at the deposition temperature for one hour. The pressure
should not exceed 2 x 10~9 Torr

This procedure is simple, fast and efficient for all practical purposes. It should consistently provide typical terrace size of 150 - 200 nm and even individual terraces of 500 nm
and above (Fig. 4-9 and 2-4). The defects in the TDPD lattice should be below 1% for
typical terraces and even less for the largest. AES examination should not show C272 Auger
line and LEED will consist of bright and sharp spots.
Despite all the advantages already mentioned, the process of using on-situ prepared
epitaxial A u ( l l l ) films on mica in UHV have several drawbacks that are hard to overcome.
To prepare a fresh new A u ( l l l ) film for each experiment the UHV have to be broken. This
makes the process of sample preparation far less efficient, error prone and time consuming.
The deposition and annealing temperatures are limited at 450 — 485°C by the substrate,
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while a higher temperature should be beneficial. In our heating geometry the film is heated
from underneath by the hot molybdenum disk on which the mica is pressed. Flame flashannealing from the top will permit higher temperatures. The deposition rate of our resistive
source is limited and the film thickness is only roughly estimated so the reliability of the
process will benefit from a quartz micro-balance and a dedicated e-beam Au source. Probably the major disadvantage of A u ( l l l ) films on mica is the inevitable bulk mechanical
stress which is always associated with the kinetics of the epitaxial thin film growth. The
residual stress is well know to be detrimental for the uniformity of the surface reconstruction network, and even a marginal mechanical stress can severely modify the herringbone
network for hundreds of atomic planes [111]. Fig. 4-13 shows a defect in the TDPD lattice
that is more than 100 nm from the nearest terrace edge. A large, uniform and defect-free
TDPD lattice is the foundation of our nanopattern and self-assembly process.
Because of these considerations, a bulk Au crystal is used as substrate for the experiments described in this Dissertation. However, it should be pointed out that there is no
reason to prevent reproducing all the results on A u ( l l l ) thin film instead.

4.3

Creation of C o / A u ( l l l ) nanotemplate

4.3.1

Co islands formation on A u ( l l l )

In Section 4.1 we noted that the ordered array of TDPDs on A u ( l l l ) have much higher
bonding energy than the rest of the surface. The great potential of the combination between
large scale ordering and reactivity was first revealed in 1990 by Chambliss et al. at IBM
[13]. In an STM study of ultrathin films (0.1 - 0.5 ML) of nickel (Ni) deposited on Au(lll)
at room temperature they found that the Ni atoms diffuse across the surface and form
uniform single-layer clusters at the TD kink points of the dislocation network. The same
directed cluster growth was later seen in other magnetic metals - iron (Fe) [123] and cobalt
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Figure 4-13: Herringbone network defect on A u ( l l l ) thin film. Even though the SPD
domains are relatively well preserved, the TDPD lattice is deformed. The dark spots on
the scan (probably carbon atoms) correspond with the positions of TDPDs.
(Co) [122]. It was further discovered that while the clusters are not atomically flat on the
top their height as seen by the STM corresponds to bi-layer Co(0001) structure 0 [122].
The preferential nucleation at TDPDs seen in these experiments was generally attributed
to the substantial mismatch between the lattice constants of the deposited metal and the
substrate [13]. For example, Au or Ag films deposited on A u ( l l l ) grow preferentially at
the terrace edges in a layered mode [25]. However, Ni, Co and Fe depositions diffuse to
the TDPDs, where Au lattice is substantially distorted to relax the elastic stress and to
accommodate clusters with a different interatomic spacing. The initial STM observations
(all performed at room temperature) revealed the shape and the symmetry of the clusters
but they were not sufficient to determine the chemical composition of the clusters and their

5
At room temperature Co forms HCP crystal structure with NK distance of 2.5 A and interplane separation is 2.05 A. (0001) denotes a close-packed hexagonal plane. The unusual 4-digit notation is used for HCP
crystals only because their close-packed planes are not perpendicular to any simple combination of lattice
vectors.
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thermal evolution.
In 1997 Christian Tolkes et al. performed an extensive experimental study of thin
and ultrathin Co films grown on A u ( l l l ) in the full temperature range from 50 to 700 K
by combining data from thermal energy helium-atom scattering (TEHAS), LEED, Auger
Electron Spectroscopy (AES) and CO thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) experiments
[116, 117]. They found that even at very low coverage and deposition temperatures below
100 K the height of the clusters corresponds with bi-layer growth. The diffraction patterns
from these clusters however does not show signs of long range order. Sub-ML films deposited
at a higher temperature, 180 - 300 K grow by forming uniform, hexagonal-shaped bi-layer
clusters in an ordered way. Above room temperature, at about 350 K the uniform height
of the Co islands is distorted and the onset of percolation of Au onto the Co clusters is
confirmed by both AES and TDS. At 450 - 550 K the Co islands are buried and the surface
is covered by single and bi-layer Au-covered islands. At 700 K the inclusion of the Co clusters
in the bulk is complete and the LEED pattern of the A u ( l l l ) surface is consistent with a
smooth surface covered by a herringbone network. Films prepared at lower temperatures
and subsequently annealed showed similar behavior. Probably the most important result
of these studies was the fact that the intermixing between the Co clusters and the Au
substrate starts at a temperature much lower than the bulk intermixing temperature. In a
binary system Co completely segregates from gold below 695 K, and only slowly alloys above
that temperature [69]. However, based on STM data and magnetic moment measurements
[117, 82] it is concluded that Co clusters on A u ( l l l ) start to show surface alloying at or
below 300 K; the Co islands are submerged or otherwise completely capped with Au at 420
- 450 K - a scenario similar to Co cluster inclusion in C u ( l l l ) matrix [85].
Preparing a large 2D lattice of uniform Co-terminated clusters is one of the major step
to achieve the scientific goals of my research (Section 1.2). The extensive experimental
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results [116, 117, 107] suggest that uniform and ordered Co-terminated clusters could exist
only in a limited temperature range. The lower limit of about 100 - 120 K is set by the
necessity of substantial surface diffusion for ordered growth. The surface diffusion directs
the formation of the clusters at the TDPDs and is responsible for their uniform size and
shape. The upper temperature limit is set by the onset of intermixing between Co and Au,
which could be detrimental for the reactivity of the bimetallic surface that emerges.

4.3.2

Combined S T M / A E S study of Co network formation and its thermal evolution

I performed a combined STM/AES study of the growth of Co cluster arrays on Au(lll)
in UHV. I examined different coverage, deposition temperature and annealing temperature
to establish a procedure for preparing ordered network of uniform Co-terminated islands.
Co was deposited from a well-outgassed resistive source by PVD [51]. The deposition rate
was in the range 0.05 - 0.2 ML/s as seen by the STM 6 . The Au(lll) crystal was prepared
following the procedure described in Section 2.3. The film was examined by AES first and
then by the STM. To estimate the chemical composition and the termination of the Co
clusters the intensities of the characteristic Auger lines of C0775 and AU239 were compared
before and after the annealing (Fig. 4-14 and 4-15). The ratio Rc0/Au between the two lines
is a measure of the surface fraction of Co and Au [83] (Fig. 4-16). This statement is further
justified by the fact that the relation between the Auger line ratio and the surface coverage
seen by STM is close to linear for coverage ranging from 0.05 to 0.6 ML. As the intensities
of C0775 and AU239 are related to scattering not only from the top layer but from the first

several layers also, the AES data is considered only as a qualitative indication for surface

6

Because the Co grows in bi-layered Co clusters the actual coverage (and deposition rate) is twice the
coverage seen by the STM
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Figure 4-14: AU239 and A11255 characteristic Auger lines
transformation. The STM lateral calibration is based on atomically resolved A u ( l l l ) , and
the Z calibration on Au(lll) terrace height. The terrace height of Au(lll) is 2.36 A, the
bulk interplane distance of Co(0001) is 2.05 A, so the height of a bi-layer Co island is 4.1 A.
As the clusters are not terminated with an atomically flat Co(0001) surface, the averaging
introduces a systematic error of 2 - 10% for the height of each cluster.

4.3.3

Thermal evolution of 0.2 - 1 ML Co deposited at low temperature
(100 - 250 K) on A u ( l l l )

At 0.2 - 0.3 ML coverage and deposition temperature at 120 - 180 K the Co films forms 4
A high clusters centered at and around TDPDs on the A u ( l l l ) reconstruction. Substantial
nucleation is seen on the A u ( l l l ) terrace edges, see Fig. 4-17. The clusters have rounded
shape and uniform lateral size of about 4 A (Fig. 4-18). Nearby clusters do not coalesced.
When the deposition is performed at elevated temperature (200 - 250 K) the clusters are
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Figure 4-15: C0775 characteristic Auger line

Energy (eV)

Figure 4-16: AES spectra of Co/Au(lll) system in the range 200 - 800 eV with Rco/Au=
0.20 - 0.25. Gold lines at 239 eV and 255 eV and Co line at 755 eV are clearly resolved.
C272 line can also be resolved as the scan was taken over several hours.
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centered preferentially at the TDPD and show a well denned hexagonal symmetry (Fig.
4-19). The ratio Rco/Au is m the range 0.25 - 0.40. After the film is annealed to 300 K
no substantial change in Auger lines ratio is observed. Further annealing to 450 K leads to
a decreases of Rco/Au 2 to 3 times. The STM image is modified (Fig. 4-20) - the islands
develop irregular shape, the ordering is disturbed and islands are now 4.3 A high.
Based on STM and AES data, I conclude that at 150 - 180 K surface diffusion is
sufficient to drive the bi-layer Co clusters growth to the TD points, but is not sufficient for
the coalescence of the clusters. At higher deposition temperatures (200 - 250 K) clusters
are not only able to diffuse to TDPDs, but also merge, grow in lateral size and form an
energetically efficient hexagonal shape. Annealing of the film to room temperature improves
the cluster shape and does not lead to Au capping of the Co islands. The inclusion of the
clusters in the Au matrix starts slightly above room temperature, in perfect agreement with
[116]. Further anneal leads to the complete passivation of the Co islands with gold, but
based on the relatively preserved island height the bulk intermixing is probably still low the clusters are embedded into the first and second layer of Au.

4.3.4

Thermal evolution of Co deposited at room temperature on A u ( l l l )

Low coverage (0.05 - 0.20 ML)
Room temperature deposition of low amounts of Co shows Rco/Au values of about 0.03 0.12 depending coverage. STM reveals that small clusters are formed only at TD points,
see Fig. 4-21. These clusters have uniform 4 A height, but rounded shape and non-uniform
lateral size distribution, see Fig. 4-22. Slight annealing to 400 - 420 K leads to a marginal
decrease of Rc0/Au

an

d does not cause substantial modification of the STM image. Even

at room temperature Rco/Au slowly goes down over time and could decrease 30 - 50% for
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Figure 4-17: 0.4 - 0.5 ML Co on A u ( l l l ) at 160 K. Co clusters have uniform bi-layer
Co height of 4(±0.3) A and they are centered on and around the TDPDs of the Au(lll)
reconstruction network.
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Figure 4-18: 0.4 - 0.5 ML Co on Au(lll) at 160 K, higher resolution. The size and the
shape of the Co clusters is not uniform, but the temperature is too low to allow coalescence
of the neighboring clusters.
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Figure 4-19: 0.3 ML Co on A u ( l l l ) at 250 K. The clusters are centered at TDPDs, well
ordered, with uniform bi-layer height and narrow distribution of the lateral size. Average
diameter of each cluster is 4 A
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Figure 4-20: 0.3 ML Co on A u ( l l l ) , annealed at 450 K. Cluster shape is irregular but the
cluster height of 4.3 A is uniform and corresponds to Au-capped bi-layer Co clusters.
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Figure 4-21: 0.1 ML Co on Au(lll) at 300 K.
6 - 1 2 hours after the deposition.7
Apparently, the substantial surface diffusion directs the cluster growth exclusively at the
TDPDs, as was firmly established previously [122, 117]. However, for low coverage the size
distribution of the clusters is non-uniform and the chemical composition is uncertain. AES
data and the etching on the edge of the clusters (Fig. 4-22) suggest an onset of intermixing
at room temperature. We have to note though that the actual deposition temperature could
be slightly above the reading of the thermocouple due to the radiative heating of the surface
from the resistive Co source.

High coverage (0.20 - 1 ML)
When coverage is 0.2 and 0.6 ML Co forms clusters predominantly at the TDPD. The height
of the clusters is consistent with bi-layer Co, the shape is round to hexagonal, and there is a

rather wide variation in the lateral size (Fig. 4-23). R-co/Au i s

7

m

the range 0.20 - 0.45, and

The decrease is not caused by gradual passivation as the intensities of the characteristic Auger lines of
the typical contaminates (C,02) do not change substantially over that period.
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Figure 4-22: 0.1 ML Co on A u ( l l l ) at 300 K, high resolution. Non-crystalline termination
of the clusters can be resolved. There is a visible etching around Co clusters, probably due
to intermixing. In the middle of the scan Au substrate is atomically resolved.
decreases about 1 . 5 - 2 times when the film is annealed to 550 K. This decrease in Kco/Au
is more pronounced for lower coverage. When the coverage exceeds RSO.35 ML Co islands
start to coalesced along the [112] direction, and above 0.6 ML the growth is disordered (Fig.
4-24).
My AES/STM data suggest that the thermal evolution is similar to the low coverage
mode except that the temperature at which the surface fraction of Co starts to diminish
increases slightly with the coverage. The height of the islands is generally uniform bi-layer,
but the lateral size is not. Annealing does not improve the geometry of the clusters.

4.3.5

Co network evolution — conclusions

Based on my STM/AES data I can draw the following conclusions

• My findings are in good agreements with the results obtained by other experimental
techniques [116, 117] and theoretical models [40].
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Figure 4-23: 0.3 ML Co on A u ( l l l ) at 300 K. The height of the clusters is uniform, but
the shape and the size distribution is not. Clusters form on TDPDs only.
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Figure 4-24: 0.9 - 1 ML Co on Au(lll) at 300 K. Disordered growth of Co islands with
relatively uniform height and lateral size.
• In the temperature range 100 - 300 K ultrathin Co films on A u ( l l l ) grow by forming
bi-layered Co-terminated clusters.
• Below 150 K the nucleation points are not centered at the TDPD of the Au(lll)
surface only.
• Between 150 and 250 - 280 K Co clusters are centered at the TDPDs and for coverage
above 0.2 ML their shape is symmetric and their size is relatively uniform.
• The inclusion of the Co clusters in the Au substrate starts at or below room temperature and Co islands are completely capped with a gold layer at about 450 K.
The lower the coverage/cluster size - the lower the temperature at which the process
starts.
• Annealing of the films above 450 K leads to disappearance of the predominant bi-layer
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surface morphology.

4.3.6

C o / A u ( l l l ) preparation for nanotemplate formation

Based on these results, I established the following procedure for preparation of ordered
arrays of Co-terminated clusters with uniform size and shape on reconstructed Au(lll)
surface:
1. A u ( l l l ) crystal or Au thin film is prepared in UHV following the procedure outlined
in Section 4.2.2 or the one in Section 2.3.
2. The state of the surface is examined by AES/LEED and STM. AES spectra should
not show traces of carbon (C272) or oxygen (O512). The LEED image should be sharp
and bright. The ordering and the average terrace size are ultimately confirmed by the
STM.
3. A u ( l l l ) is cooled to 220 K.
4. Cobalt is deposited by PVD from a well-outgassed, pre-calibrated source at a deposition rate 0.15 - 0.20 ML/min. Minimal deposition time is preferred to avoid radiative
heating of the surface. Large uniform clusters which do not merge are obtained at 0.2
- 0.3 ML coverage.
5. The AES spectra of the Co/Au(lll) films with 0.2 - 0.3 ML Co have a ratio Rco/Au
of about 0.2 - 0.3, with no traces of C272 or O512. If these traces are seen, the Co
source is not well outgassed.
6. The film is annealed at 260 K for 1 to 3 min. This is the most conservative lower limit
in order to avoid any possibility of intermixing.
7. Subsequent AES spectra should show no change or only a marginal (1 - 2%) decrease
°f R-Co/Au69

8. Finally, the films should be imaged by the STM to confirm the ordering and the shape
of the Co clusters.
9. Additional annealing to 280 - 285 K should slightly improve the shape and size distribution of the clusters.

An STM image of a well ordered Co cluster array is shown in Fig. 4-25 and Fig. 4-19.
The emerging bimetallic superstructure is having a 74x140 A rectangular unit cell and a
diameter of the Co clusters about 5 A (0.5 nm). Its feature size is 3 to 20 times smaller
than the most recent cutting-edge industrial technologies8. I will utilize this structure as a
nanopattern for the ultimate goal of my research - directed self-assembly of thiol-terminated
molecular structures (Chapter 6).

8

On November 12, 2007 Intel Corp. announced the production of the first processor based on 45 nm
technology (AP).
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Figure 4-25: 0.25 ML Co on Au(lll) at 250 K. The size and shape of the clusters could be
further improved by annealing to 280 - 285 K
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CHAPTER 5

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF METHANETHIOL

ON A u ( l l l )
5.1

Self-assembly of Alkanethiols on A u ( l l l )

The phenomenon of self-assembly of n-alkanethiol molecules deposited on Au surface is a
major area of extensive scientific and technological research [76, 118]. n-Alkanethiols
(CH3(CH2) n -iSH) are simple organic molecules comprised of hydrocarbon chains of different length, a methyl (CH3) headgroup and a thiol (SH) termination. When the molecules
are deposited on Au surface, the thiol group bonds covalently to the Au surface by forming
thiolate through dissociation of its hydrogen atom.
Nuzzo and Allara [79] were the first to observe that on a molecular level the adsorption
process goes in an ordered way. The bonding of the thiol termination group is responsible
for the uniform positioning of the molecules with respect to the surface, while the shortacting van der Waals forces between the hydrocarbon tails lead to a symmetric alignment
of the molecules with respect to each other. The result of these two interactions is an
ordered monolayer with each molecule bonded to the Au surface and interconnected with
its neighbor. The structure is somehow similar to a bird feather: each barb is connected
to the vane and is interwoven with the neighboring barbs - so the feather is far more
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robust than the individual barbs. This interplay between the strong covalent bonding and
the short-acting van der Waals interaction which leads to the uniform alignment of the
molecules is called "self-assembly", and the molecular monolayer is called a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM).
As I outlined in the Introduction, the thiol termination group (SH) is my designated
vehicle for anchoring larger molecules on the bimetallic nanotemplate, described in the
previous Chapter 4. In order to study the interaction of the termination group with the
substrate and to eliminate the contribution from the long hydrocarbon chain, I will investigate the adsorption of a short thiol-activated molecule on gold. In this Chapter 5, I will
present an STM study of the self-assembly of the lightest alkanethiol, the methanethiol
(CH3SH) on A u ( l l l ) in UHV [36].

5.1.1

Microscopic structure of alkanethiol SAMs on A u ( l l l )

The physical and chemical properties of alkanethiol SAMs on gold have been studied extensively over the last 20 years. There are hundreds of journal articles devoted to the subject
[76], and several comprehensive reviews [118, 106, 88]. For the purpose of my study, I will
focus on the microscopic structure and molecular ordering of the monolayers. During the
1990's, the late Gregory E. Poirier at NIST published a remarkable series of extensive STM
studies [87, 93, 92, 88, 89, 90, 91, 31, 32], revealing the microscopic structure, ordering and
thermal evolution of long alkanethiols like octa- and decanethiol (C8H19SH and C10H21SH)
on A u ( l l l ) . He observed several ordered phases and introduced the notation which is
nowadays generally accepted [91]. The ordered structures fall into three large groups:
• At saturation coverage, alkanethiols form a close-packed phase ((^-phase) in a (\/3 x
\/3)R30° lattice 1 with hydrocarbon tails pointing upward (Fig. 5-9). Poirier also

^ A M ' s unit cell is defined with respect to the hexagonal surface lattice of presumably unreconstructed
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noticed additional c(4 x 2) variation of the molecular height, which was contributed
to the different axial orientation of the hydrocarbon tails [88, 18].
• At sub-saturation coverage (or at elevated temperature), parallel ordered phases with
molecules lying in-plane with the substrate, head-to-head in parallel rows ("stripes")
along the surface were observed. The ordering between the layer and the substrate
was determined as (p x \/3), where \/3 is the spacing between the molecules along
the stripe and p denotes the distance between the rows. The stripe phase with nonoverlapping hydrocarbon tails is referred as /3-phase (Fig. 5-8).
• At low coverage, alkanethiols form a liquid physisorbed phase (e-phase). The phase
cannot be molecularly resolved by STM due to the high diffusion.

5.1.2

Bonding mechanism and geometry of the S-Au bond

Despite the extensive experimental data, the bonding mechanism and the geometry between
the molecules and the surface remains an open question that is attracting increasing amount
of attention from the scientific community. Often contradicting results, which I will briefly
review, are extensively debated both on the experimental and theoretical side, in a discussion
that reveals the complexity of the S/Au(lll) interaction [7, 119]. There are three basic
questions to be addressed:
1. How does the covalent bond between the thiol (SH) headgroup and Au forms? Is the
bonding always accompanied by a thiolate formation (a dissociation of the hydrogen
atom from the thiol group)?
2. What is the bonding geometry between S and Au atoms, or to which atomic positions
of the A u ( l l l ) surface is the S atom bonded?

Au(lll).
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3. What is the impact of the adsorption on the Au(lll) surface dislocation network?
The initial model [93] of a commensurate (\/3 x y/3)-R30° lattice of dissociated thiolate
monomers, bonded at the hollow sites of the substrate was soon proved to be too simplistic.
It was challenged by a grazing X-ray diffraction study [28] backed by a force field method
calculation [35]. These two studies proposed a bonding mechanism based on pairing of
the adsorbed thiolates and formation of disulfides, the so-called dimerization model [35].
The bonding geometry for the S atoms in each dimer was either in hollow-near bridge or
atop-near hollow site arrangement. Further studies by sum frequency generation [133], XRay standing wave (XSW) [29] and high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [49]
supported the dimer formation, but High Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
(HREELS) experiments [54] showed dimerization happens only at elevated temperature.
An extensive normal incidence X-ray standing wave (NIXSW) study [100] suggested that
formation of both thiolates and disulfides is possible, but on-top bonding sites were favored instead and a rearrangement of the surface reconstruction was proposed in order to
accommodate the on-top geometry. A combined thermal desorption/XRS study of sulphurcontaining molecules [63] pointed at different adsorption chemistry for different sulphur
containing molecules, and suggested that thiols dimerize even at low temperatures.
On the theoretical side, computer simulations [30] and extensive DFT calculations of
the bonding geometry on bulk-terminated A u ( l l l ) [41, 73, 135] provided different results.
DFT models generally favor fcc-hollow sites for dimer formation with S-C bond normal to
the substrate rather than shifted bridge sites and a tilted bond as proposed by [28]. The
way to reconcile these results was found by taking into account the surface reconstruction
network and the unusually high concentration of vacancies on (111) terraces, revealed by
earlier microscopic studies [31]. An extensive theoretical calculation by Molina and Hammer
[72] concluded that vacancy formation energy of the bulk terminated substrate («0.6 eV)
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is below the bonding energy for SCH3 at 0.8 eV, and that conclusion hinted the possibility
of adatom-mediated bonding. A widely publicized recent LT-STM study [65] backed by
a DFT model [65, 139] proposed that thiolates dimerize by pulling a gold adatom from
the surface and by positioning that adatom between the two S atoms in the dimer. This
scenario was consistent with the observed partial lifting of the herringbone reconstruction.
A combined molecular dynamics simulation/ARPED study published earlier this year developed the adatom model even further by presenting a scenario of dynamic equilibrium
between monomers adsorbed on a bridge site and adatom bonded dimers [70].

5.1.3

Methanethiol on A u ( l l l )

For the CH3SH/Au(lll) system only very recent observational [102, 64, 63] and theoretical
[139, 138] results are available. While desorption data indicates dissociative adsorption
at low temperature [63], initial STM studies showed a lack of long-range ordering and no
dimerization on flat terraces [102], on-top adsorption at sub-monolayer coverage [64], and no
impact of the adsorption on the herringbone reconstruction. These results suggested that
the CH3SH adsorption on A u ( l l l ) is substantially different from the adsorption scenarios of
all other members of the alkanethiol family. Methanethiol is expected not to form ordered
structures, even at low temperature. CH3SH is proposed to bond to gold as a thiol (without
hydrogen dissociation) [139] and to dissociate to a thiolate only on an artificially roughened
gold surface [102, 139]. The uniqueness of the CH3SH adsorption on A u ( l l l ) is attributed
to the fact that methanethiol, the shortest and the lightest of the alkanethiols, does not have
a hydrocarbon tail. So the strength of the dispersion force between methyl groups is not
sufficient for self-assembly. A very recent theoretical calculation proposed the possibility
of surface-mediated dimerization of non-dissociated CH3SH for coverage between 0.5 and 1
ML [138].
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5.2

The experimental procedure

A low-temperature STM study is performed in our UHV chamber (Chapter 2) at a base
pressure of 1 x 10~ 10 Torr. The A u ( l l l ) sample is prepared following the procedure outlined
in Section 2.3, and the surface condition is established by AES/LEED and STM. The sample
is then rested on the pre-cooled cooling mass and cooled to about 100 K in roughly 30 min.
Right before the deposition, the sample is heated to 300 K in order to eliminate any water
accumulation during cooling. The temperature recovers in 1-2 min. Pure methanethiol
gas (Sigma Aldrich 99.995%) is delivered to the main chamber through a variable leak
valve without further purification. Deposition is performed at a background pressure of
5 x 10~8 Torr onto the pre-cooled sample. All exposures are calculated based on uncorrected
cold-cathode gauge reading. The correspondence between the coverage as seen by the STM
and the calculated exposure suggests that the sticking coefficient is slightly below 1, so the
deposition is measured in terms of total exposure in Langmuirs (L)2 instead of coverage.
The temperature is monitored with a complete C-type thermocouple line and readings
are compared against a separate K-type thermocouple, mounted on the cooling mass. All
measurements are performed at bias voltage between +1 and -5 V, and a tunneling current
between 0.3 and 50 pA. The STM imaging is performed at 100 - 120 K except when noted.
The lateral calibration of the STM is based on atomic resolution on Au(lll) terraces, and
vertical calibration on the gold step height. Images are taken at 512 x 512 pixel resolution.

Langmuir (L) is the conventional unit for exposure. 1 Langmuir equals exposing a clean surface to
1 x 1 0 - 6 Torr partial pressure for Is.
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5.3

The experimental results

5.3.1

0.5 - 1 L CH 3 SH on A u ( l l l ) at 100 - 300 K

STM images after exposures of 0.5 - 1 L of CH3SH at 100 K are presented in Fig. 5-1
and Fig. 5-2. Fig. 5-1 shows that preferential adsorption takes place on the FCC areas,
but not on the HCP areas of the herringbone pattern. The ordering and the period of
the reconstruction network are preserved. The higher resolution scan in Fig. 5-2 reveals
the distinctive dimer chain pattern [55] of the adsorbate. The distance between two dimers
along the chains is 4.8(±0.4) A which is consistent with previous results [65, 55]. By keeping
the bias voltage below -300 mV we sacrifice resolution in order to exclude the possibility of
tip-induced dissociation [64]. Further deposition saturates the FCC areas of the substrate
and spilling over to HCP areas occurs. An increase of the temperature does not lead to
realignment of the dimer chains, but only to a gradual desorption, which is complete at
about 270 K.

5.3.2

1.5 - 2 L of CH 3 SH on A u ( l l l ) at 125 - 300 K

At exposures of 1.5 - 2 L and substrate temperature below 125 K we see a dramatic change in
the ordering (Fig. 5-3 and Fig. 5-4). The substrate is now completely covered with domains
of parallel rows running at about 30° off-normal to the SPD ridges. The structure has an
oblique rectangular unit cell with size of 4.8(±0.1) Axll.3(±0.3) A. High-resolution images
allow us to precisely determine the unit cell size by counting atomic positions between the
SPDs that are seen through the film. The line profiles reveal a double-row supercell formed
by the slight variation of the height of the neighboring rows (Fig. 5-5). From the line
profiles the relative height of the molecules with respect to the substrate is 0.2(±0.07) A,
while the height of the clusters formed onTDPDs is much larger, 1.5(±0.3) A. This phase
exhibits relatively few defects in-between the TDPDs, and no deformation even next to
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Figure 5-1: Preferential adsorption on FCC areas of the dislocation network at low coverage.
In the upper left corner spilling over to the HCP areas occurs. FCC and HCP areas are
separated by SPDs. (V G = - 1 V, I t = 3.1 nA)
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Figure 5-2: Adsorption at 100 K at sub-monolayer coverage. White lines mark the ridges
of the SPDs. The arrow is pointing at an area covered with dimer chains. Poor resolution
is due to the limited bias voltage. ( V G = -0.3 V, It= 1 nA)
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Figure 5-3: Stripe phase of CH3SH self-assembled over herringbone reconstruction of
A u ( l l l ) at 110 K. The herringbone reconstruction is visible through the film, and clusters are formed on the threading dislocation points. ( V G = - 1 V, lt= 0.3 nA)

a terrace edge. The structure is very stable with respect to the tunneling conditions and
exposure. It can be consistently resolved at bias voltages ranging from +500 mV down to
-2.5 V, and is observed even at exposure well above 2 L as long as the temperature is kept
below 125 K.
A gradual anneal (1 K/s) of this phase from 125 K to 185 K leads to the disappearance
of the long-range order, leaving behind poorly resolved islands. These islands eventually
completely disappear and a recovery of the gold substrate is obtained. The adsorbates on
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Figure 5-4: High-resolution image of the stripe phase between SPDs. The unit cell is drawn,
and the profile of the line in the upper left corner is shown on Fig. 5-5. ( V G = -0.4 V, lt=
0.3 nA)
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Figure 5-5: Line profile of neighboring stripes (from the upper left corner of Fig. 5-4). The
height variation is noticeable, and atoms in-between the rows are seen as a small bump in
the middle.
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Figure 5-6: Hexagonal phase covering both sides of a terrace edge on A u ( l l l ) . No height
variation of the molecules is resolved, and no herringbone network is observed. The inset
is taken from the center of the image, showing the unit cell. ( V G = -3.1 V, I t = 0.5 nA)

the TDPDs are the only sign that an experiment has been performed.

5.3.3

2 L of CH 3 SH on A u ( l l l ) at 160 - 300 K

At exposure of 2 L and substrate temperature of 160 K another continuous ordered phase
appears (Fig.

5-6). The self-assembled monolayer shows a hexagonal unit cell size of

5.3(±0.5) A . No height variation of individual molecules in the film is resolved. This phase
is difficult to image - to achieve molecular resolution the bias voltage had to be increased
to -2 V. No etching pits are observed, but noticeable terrace-edge roughening is seen. The
phase is characterized by a slight variation in the unit cell size and geometry over large
areas, and the presence of isolated vacancies in the film. By raising the temperature above
165 K the resolution is lost and bare gold is gradually exposed, as in the case of the previous
phase.
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A direct transition from one ordered phase to the other was not observed, neither by
exposure increase nor by temperature variation.

5.4
5.4.1

Interpretation of t h e results
Dimerization on reconstructed A u ( l l l )

While the preferential adsorption of sub-ML methanethiol on FCC areas of A u ( l l l ) has
been reported before [102], dimerization of methanethiol on the unperturbed reconstruction
network (Fig. 5-2) has not. Considering various bonding scenarios, Zhou and Hagelberg
calculated for low coverage a 0.58 eV advantage of non-dissociative adsorption over deprotonization at room temperature on bulk-terminated flat gold [139]. Even though the
dimerization that we see bears the STM signature of the dissociative adsorption reported
earlier [65, 108] , the prescience of the herringbone reconstruction that we see is consistent
with the most recent model [138], in which dimerization and non-dissociative adsorption are
not mutually exclusive. Other recent dimerization models [65, 70] generally agree that for a
dimer formation a gold adatom is extracted from the substrate, and beacuse of that the surface reconstruction is lifted. However, in our measurements we do not see any modification
of the dislocation network due to the dimer formation. The distance between the dimers
that we see is consistent with an earlier model by Staub et al. [108], where no adatom is
involved (Fig. 5-7). Even though a coexistence of self-assembled (in that particular case
stripe) phase and surface reconstruction was reported earlier [16], it was considered that
the reconstruction is preserved only on the areas not covered by the adsorbate. The lack of
noticeable deformation of the herringbone is a clear sign that at low coverage the adsorption
process of CH3SH on A u ( l l l ) does not hamper the reconstruction network and, except at
the TDs and surface defects, happens in a different, probably non-dissociative way.
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Figure 5-7: Hard-sphere model of the dimer rows on bulk terminated A u ( l l l ) surface. The
thiol head-groups are shown in red, the methyl groups in black. The dimer rows are parallel
to the [112] direction and the period between the dimers along the row is 4.99 A
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5.4.2

The stripe phase

Based on the unit cell size and topology of the film, we propose that the new rectangular
phase in Fig. 5-3 is comprised of molecules lying in-plane with the substrate. This is a wellknown ordering for longer alkanethiols, the /3-phase [31]. The existence and the remarkable
stability of such a phase for methanethiol challenge the notion that CH3SH is not capable
of forming continuous ordered phases. The fact that we do not see dimer chains and the
stripe phase at the same time suggests a different bonding scenario. Besides, the properties
of this stripe phase revealed in Section 5.3.2 are substantially different from both sub-ML
dimerization and hexagonal ordering that we see at elevated temperature.
There are several reasons that lead us to believe that a lateral interaction between
in-plane oriented molecules is strong enough to be the major contributor for the phase formation. First, the stripe phase can be easily imaged at voltages well above the dissociation
barrier of the methanethiol molecule of -2.5 V [64] without any impact to the film. Second,
exposures well above 1.5 L do not drive the phase into different ordering, so once created
the monolayer completely passivates the surface. Furthermore, in Fig. 5-4 we notice that
the relative height of the neighboring rows does not switch when the rows cross from FCC
to HCP area, suggesting that the iterative height variation of the rows is not determined
by the substrate stacking faults FCC - HCP, but by the inter-molecular interaction. Based
on the STM data (Fig. 5-4) we expect each spot along the stripe to be comprised of a pair
of methanethiol molecules, with the axis of each molecule lying in-plane with the substrate
and pointing away from the stripe. Even though we can not resolve the structure of the
spots, single-molecule arrangement can not saturate the surface and will not be sufficiently
extended to provide the lateral interaction needed for the formation of a continuous ordered
phase.
The iterative height of the neighboring rows seen in the STM line profile (Fig. 5-
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5) could be explained in two ways. It could be due to different rotation angles between
CH3SH molecules of each dimer in the corresponding row. Or it could be the result of a
different bonding geometry of the dimers in neighboring rows with respect to the substrate:
hollow-top vs. hollow-hollow or bridge-hollow positions. A model of a hollow-top vs. hollowhollow bonding is shown in Fig. 5-8 - the stripes are along [112] direction and the unit cell
is (4 x -\/3). Finding the true nature of the interaction that leads to the formation of the
stripe phase is a major challenge [42], but it is necessary as STM data only is not sufficient
to reveal the exact ordering [137].

5.4.3

Close-packed 0-phase

The 5.3(±0.5) A unit cell size of the hexagonal phase that we observe at elevated temperature (Fig. 5-6) is consistent with the theoretical 4.99 A period of a (\/3 x \/3)R30° primitive
cell of close-packed, out-of-plane oriented molecules (Fig. 5-9). This is the so-called 0-phase.
However, in our case no periodic height variation consistent with c(4 x 2) supercell is resolved, which suggests that all molecules have the same orientation. This result should be
expected considering the minimal length of the molecules. The out-of-plane orientation of
the molecules is further supported by the elevation of 0.8 A of the film with respect to
the substrate, about 3 times more than the elevation of the stripe phase. In this mode,
molecular tunneling artifacts (a tunneling on LUMO - HOMO gap, Section 3.3.4) can be
expected, but such a large difference can not be attributed to those artifacts alone. We
also do not resolve a height variation or any residual clusters consistent with a dislocation
network under the SAM, but -we see some terrace edge roughening. These observations are

consistent with the established scenario of dissociative bonding of alkanethiols to Au(lll),
which relieves the surface stress by pulling adatoms and eliminates the dislocations [29, 133].
It is important to note that in our case the out-of-plane orientation is not as stable as it
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Figure 5-8: Hard-sphere model of the proposed /3-phase on bulk terminated A u ( l l l ) . Stripes
are aligned along the [112] direction with an iterative top-hollow - hollow-hollow bonding
geometry for the pairs in the neighboring rows. Thiol head-groups are shown in red, and
the methyl group (in black) lie in-plane between the stripes. The unit cell is (4 x y/3),
4.78 x 11.07 A 2

Figure 5-9: Hard-sphere model of the c/>-phase on bulk-terminated A u ( l l l ) . Thiol headgroups are shown in red, methyl groups are on top in black. The period of the (V3 x V3)-R30°
lattice is 4.99 A

is for longer alkanethiols, and the ordering variation that we see is probably due to high
diffusion. It is remarkable that at the same temperature (160 - 165 K) bonding at low
coverage does not disturb the herringbone at all (Section 5.4.1), while now at saturation
coverage the reconstruction looks to be completely gone.
The elevated formation temperature, unit cell size variation and the abundance of defects in the film all suggest that the interaction between out-of-plane pointing molecules is
generally much weaker than in the case of the in-plane oriented /3-phase. Considering that
S-Au bonding close to desorption temperature is not too strong either, a delicate balance
is required for this phase to appear and be resolved. We can conclude t h a t the continuous,

close-packed </>-phase of methanethiol on A u ( l l l ) exists in the narrow region just below the
desorption temperature.
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5.4.4

Absence of phase transition

The failure to observe a phase transitions from one ordered phase to another is probably
due to the fact that the activation barrier lies above the desorption energy. This absence
is in agreement with previous results [102, 139]. Considering the dissimilar orientation and
properties of the phases, the absence of phase transition has the practical benefit of making
phase preparation and selection easier.

5.5

Summary - a phase diagram of CH 3 SH on A u ( l l l )

In the temperature range 100 - 300 K I identified four different phases - a diffuse e-phase,
dimerized stripe phase, continuous stripe phase (/3-phase) and a close-packed </>-phase.
Based on the conclusions made in the previous Section 5.4, I can summarize our findings
in the phase diagram of CH3SH on A u ( l l l ) presented in Fig. 5-10.
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Figure 5-10: Phase diagram of CH3SH on A u ( l l l ) .
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CHAPTER 6

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF

Co/Au(lll)
6.1

CH3SH

ON A

NANOTEMPLATE

Directed self-assembly of nanoelements

Self-assembly is a powerful tool for high-volume production of uniform structures at the
molecular scale. However, there are major challenges that stand in the way to successful
implementation of the self-assembly as an industrial technology. In order to design and
fabricate specific features in the layer we need certain degree of control over a process which
by definition is self-driven. This proves to be a difficult task and solutions are sought from
a few general directions [105]:

• Deposition on a substrate which is patterned by a conventional technology like laser or
photolithography [15, 5, 53]. These technologies are usually low-volume and provide
only a limited feature size.
• Feature formation by a local impact on the (otherwise uniform) SAM with an external
tool like an AFM tip or a charged electrode. The most popular of these techniques
is dip-pen or nanoimprint lithography [86, 47, 5]. Unfortunately, this is a top-down
impact technology and as such is not suitable for large-scale manufacturing.
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• Structure formation by using combinations of chemically interactive adsorbents [48,
59, 134] and molecular/nanoparticle mixtures [60, 53] deposited on a uniform or prepatterned substrates [53]. These methods are generally productive, but they could be
complicated and hard to customize [105].
Strained metallic interfaces and surface reconstruction networks are an attractive option
for preparing highly ordered nanotemplates in large volumes. The idea of using these
surfaces as vehicles for high-rate, directed self-assembly emerged just recently [78] and
there are only a few pioneering studies in the area [101, 129]. Rosei et al. demonstrated
directed adsorption of a large organic molecule (CeoHgs) on Cu(llO) surface [101]. Xiao
et al. used a reconstructed vicinal Au(788) surface to guide the self-assembly of fullerenes
and form fullerene nanowires [129]. The bimetallic cluster matrix that I created in Chapter
4 is an excellent testbed to study and implement the process of directed self-assembly of
thiol-terminated molecules.

6.2

Selective adsorption on C o / A u ( l l l ) matrix

The ultimate goal of my research was to investigate and establish a novel bottom-up approach
for directed ordering of molecular-size elements. We have completed the first four steps in
this pursuit (Section 1.2). First, we prepared a Au(lll) substrate with a large uniform
dislocation network on it (Section 2.3). Second, we utilized the surface dislocation network
by Co deposition, and created a large, ordered bimetallic nanotemplate (Section 4.3.6).
Then we studied the self-assembly of a simple thiol-terminated molecule, CH3SH on the
(111) surface of gold, and found different ordered phases (Chapter 5).
In the final step I will combine the processes of cluster growth and self-assembly in order
to obtain directed self-assembly. I will achieve this by selective adsorption on the Au areas
of the substrate only. The thiol group forms a covalent bond with Au, but does not bond
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to Co. So when methanethiol is deposited on the Co/Au(lll) matrix it should selectively
adsorb and passivate the Au-covered areas of the substrate only and should leave the Co
islands uncovered (Fig. 6-1). If the adsorption produces a SAM, the emerging nanostructure
will be ordered, multi-functional and multi-periodic (Fig. 6-2).
In this Chapter 6, I will present a low-temperature STM study of CH3SH adsorption on
Co/Au(lll) cluster arrays in UHV.

6.3

The experimental procedure

The experimental procedure is a sequence of procedures outlined earlier in the corresponding
sections. Bulk Au(lll) crystal is prepared in UHV following the procedure described in
Section 2.3. Co/Au matrices are formed at various temperatures and examined by AES
and STM following Section 4.3.2. CH3SH is deposited on the Co/Au(lll) cluster array as
in Section 5.2. All STM images are taken in the temperature range 100 - 180 K.

6.4

STM study of CH 3 SH on C o / A u ( l l l )

6.4.1

Adsorption of CH 3 SH on C o / A u ( l l l ) networks created at 250 K

STM images taken after deposition of 0.6 L CH3SH on the Co/Au(lll) cluster arrays at
120 K are shown in Fig. 6-3. We see that the FCC areas of the substrate are covered with
a poorly resolved, diffuse adsorbate. The Co islands retain their uniform height of 4.1±0.4
A with respect to the Au substrate, and their shape is not modified. The ridges of the
SPDs are resolved and their ordering is preserved. At slightly higher coverage, STM reveals
the onset of localized adsorption over the FCC areas of the substrate, see Fig. 6-4. No
dimer chains are resolved. Close to saturation coverage (1 L) CH3SH spill over to the HCP
regions, see Fig. 6-5 and Fig. 6-6. A u ( l l l ) terraces are covered by a diffuse adsorbate and
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Figure 6-1: Selective adsorption on C o / A u ( l l l ) network. The stages of adsorption of a
thiol-activated molecule (yellow) on Co (blue) on A u ( l l l ) (orange) network. Initially (a),
the surface is Co-Au terminated (A). When thiol-terminated molecule is deposited it bonds
to the gold, but does not bond on Co clusters (B). Eventually, Au is completely covered,
and Co is exposed (C).
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Figure 6-2: A model of CH3SH SAM on C o / A u ( l l l ) , side view. Gold is in orange, cobalt
in blue and the CH3SH in red. SAM forms on the Au area of the substrate only.

roughening of the steps is seen. At saturation coverage the Au areas of the substrate are
eventually completely passivated (Fig. 6-7). The CH3SH monolayer does not show signs
of long range ordering. After the passivation the height of all Co clusters is decreased by
2(±0.4) A (Fig. 6-6). The SPD network of the substrate is not modified and can still be
resolved.
When 2 L of CH3SH are deposited on the Co/Au(lll) film at 165 K, the STM reveals
the formation of an ordered monolayer over the Au areas of the substrate (Fig. 6-10). The
SAM has a hexagonal unit cell and the length of the lattice vectors is 5.2±0.3 A. A height
variation consistent with an underlying SPD network is no longer resolved.

6.4.2

Adsorption of CH 3 SH on C o / A u ( l l l ) network annealed to 450 K

The Co/Au(lll) matrix is created at 300 K and is annealed to 450 K. The film is then
cooled to 120 K and 1 L of CH3SH is deposited on it. An STM image of the system is
shown in Fig. 6-13. The height of the Co clusters is compared before (Figs. 6-11 and
6-12) and after the CH3SH deposition (Figs. 6-13 and 6-14). Before the deposition, the
clusters exhibited uniform height of 4.3±0.3 A. After the deposition the uniform height of
the islands is lost and two different heights are seen, see Fig. 6-14.
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Figure 6-3: 0.8 L CH3SH on Co/Au(lll) at 120 K. As in the case of unmodified Au(lll)
CH3SH adsorption starts at the FCC areas of the substrate. ( V G = -1.3 V, It= 0.3 nA)
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Figure 6-4: Localized adsorption on the FCC areas of Co/Au(lll) at 120K. ( V G = -2.3 V,
I t = 0.8nA)

Figure 6-5: 1 L CH3SH on Co/Au(lll) at 120K. Au areas are almost completely covered
with adsorbate, and terrace edge roughening can be seen.("v*G= -0.6 V, It= 2.2 nA)
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Figure 6-6: 1 L CH3SH on Co/Au(lll) at 120 K, higher resolution. The height of the
bi-layer Co clusters at TDPDs is decreased. (V G = -0.6 V, It= 2.2 nA)
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Figure 6-7: 1.5 L CH3SH on Co/Au(lll) at 120 K. Au areas of the substrate are completely
covered with a disordered monolayer of CH3SH. (VG= ~0.1 V, I t = 0.7 nA)
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Figure 6-8: Panoramic image of Co/Au(lll) network, prepared at 120 K. ( V G = -0.4 V,
It= 0.3 nA)
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Figure 6-9: 2 L CH3SH on Co/Au(lll) at 120 K. (V G = -0.8 V, I t = 0.6 nA)

Figure 6-10: SAM of CH3SH on Co/Au(lll). (V G = -2.3 V, I t = 7.8 nA)
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Figure 6-11: Co clusters t h a t were annealed to 450 K. ( V G = - 1 . 8 V, I t = 0.4 nA)
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Figure 6-12: Line profile of Co clusters that were annealed to 450 K. The line profile
corresponds to the blue arrow on Fig. 6-11.
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Figure 6-13: 0.5 ML of CH3SH on Co cluster rows that were annealed to 450 K. (V G = -2.9
V, I t = 0.5 nA)
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Figure 6-14: Line profile of CH3SH on Co clusters that were annealed to 450 K. The line
profile corresponds to the blue arrow on Fig. 6-13.
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6.5
6.5.1

Interpretation of the results
Adsorption on Co-terminated C o / A u ( l l l ) matrix

For Co/Au(lll) matrices prepared at low temperature the adsorption process is similar to
the one seen on clean A u ( l l l ) and described in Section 5.4. At low coverage CH3SH adsorbs
on the FCC areas of the Co/Au(lll) matrix by forming a disordered e-phase. Localized
bonding on the FCC areas of the substrate starts at higher coverage (Fig. 6-4). No dimer
chains are resolved in the adsorbate, but their existence cannot be excluded due to the
complicated tunneling conditions. As saturation coverage is approached, the adsorbate
spills over to the HCP regions and eventually completely covers the Au areas of the matrix.
During the adsorption, the SPD reconstruction network of the substrate is not modified.
The bonding mechanism is probably identical to the one proposed in Section 5.4.1 - nondissociative covalent bonding, which does not disturb the underlying reconstruction. During
the experiments, I have not observed the continuous stripe phase described in Section 5.3.2
regardless of the temperature range. The lack of such a phase shows the importance of the
undisturbed herringbone reconstruction and could shed light on the driving forces behind
the /3-phase self-assembly.
At saturation coverage and temperature of 160 - 165 K we see the formation of a closepacked SAM (c^-phase). The activation temperature is identical to the one seen on clean
A u ( l l l ) (Section 5.4.3). Also, once the SAM is formed, the ridges of the SPD network
are no longer resolved. Based on these similarities, we can conclude that the presence of
Co clusters at the TDPDs and the heterogeneity of the surface does not have a substantial
impact on the c^-phase formation. The forces that lead to the formation of this phase are
probably not related to the surface reconstruction.
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6.5.2

Selective adsorption

In order to establish the selective adsorption I performed a statistical study of the height of
the Co islands before and after the CH3SH deposition. Large-scale STM images in Fig. 6-8
and Fig. 6-9 are taken few minutes apart. Fig. 6-8 shows a large area of the Co/Au(lll)
matrix, created at 120 K. Fig. 6-9 shows the same area after deposition of 2 L of CH3SH.
Before the deposition, more than 95% (312 out of 325) of the Co clusters in Fig. 6-8 have a
top height in the range 3.9 - 4.4 A, which corresponds to a bi-layer Co structure. The other
5% are below 3.9 A, probably due to the low Co coverage. No cluster is higher than 4.4
A. After the deposition, in Fig. 6-9 the height of all clusters decreases consistently. 92%
of the clusters are now between 1.9 and 2.6 A (57 our of 62), while the other 8% fall below
1.8 A. The small number of low-lying islands corresponds with the concentration of the
undeveloped clusters before the CH3SH deposition. No cluster is higher than 2.6 A. Also
higher resolution images with the corresponding line profiles are taken before (Fig. 6-15
and Fig. 6-16) and after the deposition (Fig. 6-17 and Fig. 6-18). These images illustrate
the typical decrease of the height of three neighboring clusters along a cluster row. The
analysis of the STM data shows that CH3SH deposition above saturation coverage leads to
a uniform and consistent decrease of the height of Co clusters by an average of 2 A.
The uniform change of the height of the Co islands supports the concept of selective
adsorption as proposed in Section 6.2. Before the deposition, the height of Co clusters as
seen by the STM corresponds to the vertical distance between the top of a bi-layer Co
cluster and the A u ( l l l ) substrate. After the deposition that distance is decreased. Now it
corresponds to the vertical separation between the top of the Co clusters and the top of the
CH3SH film which forms onto the Au substrate only.
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Figure 6-15: Co cluster rows on A u ( l l l ) . (V G = -1-2 V, I t = 0.6 nA)
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Figure 6-16: Line profile over Co cluster rows. The profile corresponds to the red line in
the lower left corner of the previous Figure 6-15.
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Figure 6-17: CH3SH on Co cluster rows. (V G = -0.8 V, I t = 0.6 nA)
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Figure 6-18: Line profile over CH3SH on Co cluster rows. The profile corresponds to the
green line on the previous Figure 6-17.
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6.5.3

Adsorption on C o / A u ( l l l ) matrix annealed above room temperature

The STM data of CH3SH adsorption in Section 6.4.2 supports the conclusion drawn in
Section 4.3.2 - that annealing of a Co/Au(lll) film above room temperature leads to
capping of the Co clusters with layer of Au. The line profile in Fig. 6-14 shows that
after CH3SH deposition some of the Co islands decrease their height with respect to the
"substrate", while others do not. In the previous Section 6.5.1 we concluded that CH3SH
bonds to the Au areas of the substrate only. The fact that some islands retain their height
after CH3SH deposition can be explained if those islands are actually Au-terminated. Such
conclusion is in perfect agreement with the results obtained by AES and STM in Chapter
4. Based on these and earlier results [116], Au-capping of the Co islands above room
temperature is thus firmly established.

6.6

Conclusions

Based on the results of the STM study of CH3SH adsorption on Co/Au(lll) I can draw
the following conclusions:

• CH3SH selectively adsorbs on the Au area of the Co/Au(lll) nanotemplate only.
• At 160 - 165 K, CH3SH forms a close-packed SAM (0-phase) on the Au area of
Co/Au(lll) matrix (Fig. 6-2).
• CH3SH adsorption data confirms the conclusions made in Section 4.3.2 based on AES
and STM data - above room temperature Co clusters are gradually covered with a
layer of Au.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION
7.1

Summary of the main results

The main goal of my research (Section 1.2) was accomplished: I investigated and successfully
combined self-assembly and directed cluster growth on A u ( l l l ) to create a large, customizable multi-functional and multi-periodic nanostructure. During the course of this research
I obtained novel scientific results [36], complemented earlier studies [116, 122], established
experimental procedures (Chapter 4), contributed in the design and creation of our UHV
system [20] and built an AirSTM scanner head (Fig. 3-1). Here I will summarize my main
findings:
• I found novel ordered phases of CH3SH on A u ( l l l ) which demonstrate the fundamental complexity of the S-Au interaction and point at the importance of the lateral
interaction in the formation of the continuous stripe phase [36].
• AES/STM and CH3SH adsorption data further established the fact that above room
temperature Au is presented on top of Co clusters in ultrathin Co/Au(lll) films.
• I showed that lower temperature (180 - 200 K) fosters the uniform size distribution of
Co clusters grown on A u ( l l l ) , and slightly higher temperature (250 - 270 K) leads to
the formation of the clusters exclusively at TDPD and to the pronounced hexagonal
shape of the clusters.
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• I unveiled the importance of the deposition rate for the formation of large, atomically
flat A u ( l l l ) films on mica.

7.2
7.2.1

Outlook for the future
S-Au interaction

Obviously, the S-Au interaction is very complex, and the surface chemistry is much more
complicated than initially expected. Different bonding scenarios and a variety of bonding
geometries are possible, based on a wide spectra of physical and chemical conditions. The
possibility of both dissociated and non-dissociated adsorption and dimerization, the selfassembly of non-dissociated molecules and the persistence of the reconstruction network are
major challenges for the current theoretical models. A persuasive theory which will explain
these phenomena will be a substantial contribution to the fields of surface chemistry and
material science. This pursuit is not just exciting but is also well justified because a clear
understanding of the bonding conditions is a pre-requisite for successful implementation of
alkanethiol SAMs in commercial applications.

7.2.2

N a n o t e m p l a t e formation by directed self-assembly

The multifunctional nanotemplate that I created in Chapter 6 is a prototype system which
proves the concept of directed self-assembly. The main advantage of this nanotemplate is
its flexibility:

• By choosing the adsorbent one can self-assemble wide variety of molecular-size nanoelements (customized thiol-terminated molecules, fullerenes (Ceo), carbon nanotubes, proteins) in different superstructures and geometries.
• One can utilize the ordered Co cluster network as contact points for directed growth
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of nanowires normal to the substrate for novel applications in molecular electronics.
• Even though we can not modify the period of Co/Au(lll) network, we can control
the Co/Au surface ratio and change the surface symmetry. Coalescence of the Co
clusters along [112] direction creates continuous Co nanowires and reduces the surface
dimentionality from 2D to ID.

7.2.3

New substrates

Finally, we can study different substrates with different interface networks. These substrates
can be more stable and provide the freedom to modify the geometry and unit cell size. The
Au(788) vicinal surface is one of the possible candidates. We were fortunate to observe
formation of a rectangular Co cluster network on Au(788), which is described in Appendix
A. The self-assembly process on vicinal surface could lead to a very different geometry
of the ordered phases, for example an ordered combination of in-plane and out-of-plane
oriented molecules. Initial studies in this area already start to appear [129, 98].

In conclusion, the understanding of the fundamental forces that govern the self-assembly
on gold surfaces is far from being complete, and the development of novel bottom-up techniques for nanotemplate creation is just starting. I hope that the results of my studies are
a minor contribution to an exciting and expanding scientific pursuit.
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APPENDIX A

Co NETWORK ON A VICINAL A U ( 7 8 8 )
SURFACE
During our AES/STM study of Co deposition on Au we encountered an interesting new
phenomenon which was reported just recently [98]. On the surface of our A u ( l l l ) sample
the large areas of (111) oriented terraces are separated by few hundred nm deep domain
boundaries. At the domain boundaries A u ( l l l ) terrace edges pile up in an ordered way,
with each A u ( l l l ) terrace exactly 16 atomic rows wide. This arrangement of A u ( l l l )
terraces forms the Au(788) vicinal surface. Au(788) is one of only two vicinal Au planes
that are stable against roughening transition, so once created Au(788) areas on the Au(lll)
surface are persistent and can even grow. The short Au(lll) terraces that comprise the
Au(788) surface are known to reconstruct by forming SPDs perpendicular to the terrace
edges. These SPD interconnect through the A u ( l l l ) terraces edges and run parallel to each
other [99]. A small area of Au(788) with the SPDs perpendicular to the terrace edges can
be seen of Fig. A-l.
There are several differences between the surface reconstruction of A u ( l l l ) and Au(788).
The herringbone reconstruction of A u ( l l l ) , comprised of SPDs and TDPD, is sensitive to
the proximity of terrace edges so the size of the uniform reconstructed domains is proportional to the total A u ( l l l ) terrace size, which in term is limited by the preparation
procedure (Section 2.3). On Au(788) surface there are no TDPDs at all, and no SPD
domains - all SPDs run parallel and unobstructed across the vicinal surface. While the uniformity of the surface reconstruction of Au(788) is an obvious benefit, there is a substantial
drawback - vicinal surfaces do not form naturally in epitaxial films and can not be easily
prepared. They have to be manufactured from bulk Au crystal by a slightly miscut off the
(111) plane.
During the Co film deposition experiments we were able to find Au(788) areas several
times at different temperatures. An STM image of about 0.3 ML Co deposited on Au(788)
at 160 K is shown on Fig. A-2. As we see Co clusters grow in a very uniform, extensive
rectangular lattice. A higher resolution image (Fig. A-3) shows uniform shape of the
clusters. The unit cell size is 39x72 A. The size is apparently consistent with the Au(lll)
terrace width and the spacing between SPDs. These observations are in excellent agreement
with the initial study of Repain et al. [98]. The height of the clusters seen by the STM
is 4.0±0.8 A which suggest bi-layer a Co structure, but the wide spread of the measured
cluster heights precludes positive determination of the cluster structure.
It will be very interesting to see the thermal evolution of these clusters, their size distribution and how stable they are against Au percolation and gold capping. As the adsorption
dynamics of Co on a vicinal Au surface is substantially different from flat reconstructed
A u ( l l l ) [40], we can expect novel results. The capability of our system and the new
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Figure A-l: Onset of Au(788) formation between two A u ( l l l ) terraces. The SPDs turn
perpendicular to A u ( l l l ) terrace edges and run parallel to each other across Au(788).
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Figure A-2: 0.3 ML of Co on Au(788) at 160 K.
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Figure A-3: 0.25 ML of Co on Au(788) at 160 K, higher resolution.
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Au(788) sample that we obtained make Co/Au(788) studies a promising direction for future research.
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APPENDIX B

COMMON UHV

PROCEDURES

In this Appendix B I will write the flowcharts of the three most common procedures of the
UHV system - the initial pumping, the venting of the system and the bakeout. The proper
sequence of steps is crucial in order to avoid all kinds of damage - from a minor leak to
a catastrophic damage to the system1. The flowcharts are intended as a basic practical
manual for the operator.
Disclaimer: This is a basic guide which should be used as a reference only. The actual procedure for the safe operation of the UHV chamber might be substantially different
depending on the current configuration of the system, hardware failures etc. Follow these
flowcharts at your own risk.

B.l

Initial pumping

1. Make sure all flanges are tightened.
2. Make sure all gate valves on the switchboard are open and the pumping line to the
prepchamber is open as well.
3. Make sure the bleeding valves on the chamber and on the turbopumps are closed.
4. Connect the inlet hose of the roughing pump.
5. Start the small roughing pump.
6. The pressure should go down to few Torr range in 20 - 30 sec. If it does not there is
a major breach on the chamber - open bleed valve, loose flange etc. Close the manual
inlet valve first, than stop the pump and simultaneously disconnect the hose from
the inlet of the pump. Vent the chamber (Section B.3) and start over. Do the same
thing if the pressure doesn't change at all - probably a gate valve is closed. Vent that
compartment before venting the chamber.
7. In 10 min. the pressure should go to about 5 x 10~3 Torr. Close the inlet valve to
the small roughing pump FIRST and than open the inlet to the main roughing pump.
Stop the small roughing pump and disconnect the hose as you flip the switch.
8. With the pressure in the 10~3 Torr range start the main turbopump. It will reach its
full speed in 2 - 3 min and after that will go to minimal power (single green light).

1

Like the Chernobyl disaster, a wrong sequence of otherwise ordinary steps could lead instantly to a
damage worth thousands of dollars and months of recovery time.
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9. Start the small turbopump.
10. Press the interlock ("heater") button on the main turbopump controller.
11. Switch all three PROTECTED switches to OPEN and than the MANUAL switches
to CLOSE.
12. Start the cold cathode gauge. The pressure should be 10~5 Torr in few minutes
13. Below 5 x 10~6 Torr start the ion gauge.
14. About 1 hour after the start of the pumping the pressure is 1(T6 Torr and below.
15. Close the gate valve between the prep and the small turbopump. Stop the small
turbopump - it will idle for a long time (30 min.)
16. The chamber is now interlocked.
17. In few hours, the pressure in the main chamber should be in 10~7 Torr, and in the
roughing line in the low 10~ 3 Torr range. Without a bakeout, in a few days will get
to 2 x 1 0 - 8 Torr.
18. The first stage of pumping is over.
If the pressure does not go below 10~5 Torr, there is a major leak. Check all the flanges
for misplaced gaskets, starting from the largest ones. Spray acetone on the fiage - the
pressure will jump one order of magnitude at the leaking flange.
10~6 to upper 10~7 Torr is the range of minor leaks from bleeding valves, loose flanges
etc. Make sure the leak is not virtual before you proceed.
In case of any emergency during the process, close the gate valves first, then stop the
turbopumps and vent the chamber.

B.2

Bakeout

1. The bakeout should not start above 5 x 10~7 Torr
2. The chamber should be interlocked.
3. If you have a large piece of hardware to outgass, sources to melt etc. do these before
the bakeout.
4. Check the sample, the STM and all the essential hardware before you proceed! Baking
the chamber with a faulty hardware means losing a full week.
5. Stop the ion pump and open its gate valve.
6. Put the sample on the cooling mass.
7. Lower the STM above the sample.
8. Affix the garage.
9. Affix the STM.
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10. Press the cooling mass on the cooling disk.
11. Take all non-bakebale hardware off the chamber - electrical connectors, hoses, cables
etc.
12. Loosen all leak valves 1.5 turn.
13. Fix all thermocouples.
14. Wrap the viewports with aluminum foil.
15. Wrap the manipulator in aluminum foil.
16. Wrap the heating tapes without crossing them.
17. Wrap the lower blanket (starting from one side and going in circle), the prechamber
and the manipulators.
18. Plug all heating tapes into the outlet box.
19. Put the hood. Fix the hood tight against the lower blanket. Check for fissures.
20. Start the bakeout.
21. Do not leave at this time! An unusual smell in the first few minutes means you forgot
something on the chamber.
22. The pressure should slowly go up after 1 5 - 3 0 min
23. Start the bake of the prep, set the Variac to 70 - 75 V
24. At 30 min time, check all thermocouples. All should read above room temperature,
probably 45 - 70°C, and all heaters on the ion pump should be hot.
25. 6 - 8 hours later the temperature will reach a plateau at 120 - 180°C (up to 200°C on
the prep). The pressure will increase to 1 — 3 x 10~6 Torr and will start to go down.
26. 24 - 48 hours later the pressure should be below 6 x 10~8 Torr
27. Start the ion pump.
28. Outgas the Ti sublimation pump filaments.
29. As the pressure goes down below 5 x 1 0 - 8 Torr, close the main gate valve
30. 2 - 3 hours later the pressure should be below 2 x 10 - 8 Torr
31. Stop the bakeout.
32. Outgas the ion gauge
33. Make fissures on the hood
34. Make an opening for the RGA head. Once its contacts are below 50 - 60°C, outgas
the RGA.
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35. In 12 - 18 h the chamber will cool down. Open the valve to the small ion pump and
close the one to the roughing line.
36. Outgas all sources, filaments, etc.
37. The pressure should reach 5 x 10~10 Torr few hours later.
38. Check with the RGA. As a rule of thumb, after a good bakeout the line of water at
18 a.m.u. should not be more than 2/3 of the height of the CO line at 28 a.m.u.
In case of any emergencies during the bakeout, do not unwrap the chamber when hot.
Let it cool down first.

B.3

Venting of the chamber

Venting is always performed from the main chamber outwards.
1. Raise the STM in the tower.
2. Turn all filaments off.
3. Turn off the ion gauge(s).
4. Close the gate valve to the ion pump.
5. Close the valve to the small ion pump and open the valve to the roughing line.
6. Manually close the gate valves all the way to the main roughing pump.
7. Disconnect the pumping on the main chamber from the prepchamber.
8. Stop the main turbopump. Wait for it to stop.
9. Open the valve on the nitrogen bottle. You should hear a hiss from the purge valve
on the chamber.
10. Open the valve on the chamber.
11. With a wrench, supporting the valve body, slowly open the venting valve. The hiss
will stop as the main chamber fills with nitrogen and will become loud again once it
reaches atmospheric pressure.
12. Close the nitrogen bottle valve.
WARNING! At this time, there's a 1 Atm pressure gradient on the main gate valve.
Opening that gate valve without pressurizing the turbopump will destroy the turbopump blades instantly.
13. Vent the turbopump by cautiously opening the NW16 flange for the second stage.
Look at the Pirani gauge. The tubing will get loose. Close the flange.
14. Vent the roughing line by opening the NW16 flange on the first stage. The tubing
will get loose. Close the flange.
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15. Open the roughing line to the air through the small roughing pump port.
16. Open the main gate valve manually. You should hear a click and probably some air
discharge.
17. Open the oil pump gate valve manually. You should hear a click.
18. Close the main venting valve on the chamber.
19. The chamber is vented. Good luck with the maintenance!
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APPENDIX C

T H E SAMPLE HOLDER
The schematics of the Sample Holder assembly is shown on Fig. C-l. The assembly follow
the sequence:
1. The L-brakets (Fig. C-5) are mounted to the C-brakets (Fig. C-6) with 4 #6-32
screws. The ceramic spacers on those screws electrically insulate the C-braket (and
so the manipulator body) from the rest of the sample holder.
2. The fixed pusher (Fig. C-3) is mounted to the U-piece (Fig. C-2) with 2 vented #6-32
screws.
3. The shaft fix (Fig. C-7) is mounted on the manipulator shaft with 2 #4-40 screws.
4. The mobile pusher (Fig. C-4) is mounted to the fix with a #8-32 screw and nut, and
is completely insulated by ceramic spacers from the fix. The should be some slack, so
the mobile pusher can freely rotate around the screw.
5. The C-braket - L-braket assembly is mounted on the manipulator body with 2 #4-40
screws without tightening.
6. The U-piece is mounted by sliding it onto the mobile pusher and is tightened to
the L-brakets with 4 #6-32 screws with nuts. The C-type thermocouple is pressed
between.
7. The plungers and ceramic spacers are mounted in the holes of the U-piece without
positional adjustment. All wires are attached.
8. Using an actual sample, the C-braket positions are adjusted so the sample could be
depressed and released well within the range of the shaft motion (1"). The whole
assembly is tightened to the manipulator body. The free motion and the electrical
insulation of the mobile pusher is rechecked.
9. The protrusions of the plungers are adjusted to secure the grip and to avoid electrical
contact with the sample housing.
10. The copper braid is attached to the pushers by 2 #8-32 screws.
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T H E TRANSFER A R M HOLDER
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T H E SAMPLE WASHER
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